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On Point 
Notes from Editor Tom Bucklin ... 

A new Amiga Specific maga
zine has arrived! This new publi
cation will bring you the latest 
news affecting the Amiga. 
Whether it's a new piece of soft
ware, hardware, or general news 
within the Amiga Community, 
the Sentry will be there to pro
vide you with up to date informa
tion. 

This is an "end user" magazine 
that has been specifically de
signed to meet the needs of you, 
the Amiga enthusiast. You may 
be using your Amiga in a variety 
of ways; strictly for entertain
ment, strictly for business; or 
some of both. I suspect that a 
high number of people fit into the 
last category. Even if you are 
"Wall Street Material," it's almost 
impossible to ignore the tremen
dous graphic and sound capabili
ties of this machine. I've seen 
many a wing-tipped professional 
sneak away to brush up on their 
golf game using Mean 18, or, in 
extreme cases, rescue the fair 
maiden from an unspeakable 
fate. 

Such is the real power of the 
Amiga. It has cured many a per
son with "computerphobia," (that 
common ailment in which the 
subject experiences high levels of 
anxiety when approaching a com
puter keyboard). If left untreat
ed, it can lead to "MS," a disease 
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of the DOS which causes the 
patient to imagine that computing 
must be complicated, and that the 
most difficult to operate machine 
must be superior. The fact is that 
the most useful computers will 
be the ones that require the least 
knowledge from the user. After 
all, computers were originally 
designed with the purpose of al
leviating the need to do tedious 
mathematical calculations by 
hand. I'm confident that the de
signers of the early computers 
would be proud to own an Ami
gao It is the culmination of what 
must have been to them a futuris
tic vision of computing to come; 
the realization of a truly user 
friendly environment. 

Probably the most unique fea
ture about the Amiga is the con
cept of dual operating modes. 
There are many machines that re
quire you to input commands 
from the keyboard, and some 
machines that were designed to 
work from within an icon envi
ronment. But a computer which 
incorporates both of these appro
aches is a novel concept to say 
the least. The Amiga has not on
ly successfully merged these two 
modes of operation, but has been 
able to raise each to a higher lev
el of performance. 

In this issue, we review prod
ucts like "Record Keeping for 
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Small Business" and "Alien 
Fires", which demonstrate some 
of the business and entertainment 
possibilities of this machine. Al
so featured is an Amiga desktop
publishing industry update. Al
though in it's infancy, recent ad
vances have brought about a prac
tical level of desktop publishing 
for the Amiga. The announcement 
of "Professional Page" from 
Gold Disk promises power that 
will rival software written for the 
more traditional publishing com
puters. 

There are advancements com
ming in other areas of develop
ment as well; such as new expan
sion peripherals, midi device sup
port, and affordable hard disk 
controllers. 

We've only scratched the sur
face of the potential for this ma
chine. As the user base for the 
Amiga increases with the upcom
ing release of the Amiga 500 and 
2000 models, the level of soft
ware engineering for the machine 
will increase as well. Companies 
like WordPerfect and Ashton-Tate 
are moving into the Amiga arena 
with products that have become 
industry standards on other ma
chines. 

As the stories unfold, the Sentry 
will be there to give you the news 
from the Amiga frontline. 



AVAILABLE NOW! 
S ..... .,.· .... .c.~ ... __ ~~ 
If you've owned your 
Amiga® for a while now, you 
know you definitely need 
more than 5I2k of memory. 
You probably need at least 
double that amount...but you 
might need as much as an 
additional two megabytes. 
We want to urge you to use 
StarBoard2 as the solution 
to your memory expansion 
problem -and to some of 
your other Amiga-expansion 
needs as well! 
It's small, but irs BIG-

Since most of you want to expand your 
Amiga's memory without having to also 
expand your computer table, we designed 
StarBoard2 and its two optional 
"daughterboards" to fit into a sleek, 
unobtrusive Amiga-styled case that snugly 
fastens to your computer with two precision
machined jackscrews. 

The sculpted steel case of StarBoard2 
measures only 1.6" wide by 4.3" high by 
10.2"long. You can access the inside of the 
case by removing just two small screws on the 
bottom and pulling it apart. We make 
StarBoard2 easy to get into so that you or 
your dealer can expand it by installing up to 
one megabyte of RAM on the standard 
StarBoard2 or up to two megabytes by 
adding in an Upper Deck. 

This card has decks! 
The basic StarBoard2 starts out as a one 

megabyte memory space with Ok, S12k, or 
one megabyte installed. If you add in an 
optional Upper Deck (which plugs onto the 
Main Board inside the case) you bring 
StarBoard2 up to its full two megabyte 
potential. You can buy your StarBoard2 
with the Upper Deck (populated or 
unpopulated) or buy the Upper Deck later as 
your need for memory grows. 

And you can add other functions to 
StarBoard2 by plugging in its second 
optional deck -the Multifunction Module! 

StarBoard2: functions five! 
If we count Fast Memory as one function, 

the addition of the MultiFunction Module 
brings the total up to five! 
THE CLOCK FUNCTION: 

Whenever you boot your Amiga you have 
to tell it what time it is! Add a MultiFunction 
Module to your StarBoard2 and you can 
hand that tedious task to the battery-backed, 

Auto-Configuring 
Fast RAM 

Zero Wait States 
User Expandable 

from512kto 
2 Megabytes 

Bus Pass- Through 
MultiFunction 

Option: battery/ 
clock, FPU, 

parity, Sticky-Disk 

real-time clock/calendar. A small piece of 
MicroBotics software in your WorkBench 
Startup-Sequence reads the clock and 
automatically sets the time and date in your 
Amiga. And the battery is included (we 
designed it to use an inexpensive, standard 
AAA battery which will last at least two 
years before needing replacement). 
THE FLOATING POINT FUNCTION: 

If anyone aspect most characterizes the 
Amiga it's fast graphics! Most graphic 
routines make heavy use of the Amiga 
Floating Point Library. Replacing this library 
with the one we give you with your 
MultiFunction Module and installing a 
separately purchased Motorola 68881 FPU 
chip in the socket provided by the Module 
will speed up these math operations from S to 
40 times! And if you write your own software, 
you can directly address this chip for 
increased speed in integer arithmetic 
operations in addition to floating point math. 
THE PARITY CHECKING FUNCTION: 

If you install an additional ninth RAM 
chip for every eight in your StarBoard2, 
then you can enable parity checking. Parity 
checking will alert you (with a bus-error 
message) in the event of any data corruption 
in StarBoard2's memory space. So what 
good is it to know that your data's messed up 
if the hardware can't fix it for you? It will 
warn you against saving that data to disk and 
possibly destroying your database or your 
massive spreadsheet. The more memory you 
have in your system the more likely it is, 
statistically, that random errors will occur. 
Parity checking gives you some protection 
from this threat to your data residing in Fast 
RAM. Note that the Amiga's "chip" RAM 
cannot be parity checked. 
THE IMMORTAL MEMORY DISK 
FUNCTION (STICKY-DISK): 

When you've got a lot of RAM, you can 
make nice big RAM-Disks and speed up your 
Amiga's operations a lot! But there's one bad 
thing about RAM-Disks: they go away when 
you re-boot your machine. Sticky-Disk solves 
that problem for you. It turns all of the 
memory space inside a single StarBoard2 

M icroBotics, Inc. AMIGA is a registered trademark of Commodore·Amiga 

811 Alpha Drive, Suite 335, Richardson, Texas 75081 / (214) 437-5330 

into a Memory Disk that will survive a 
warm-reboot! When your Amiga attempts to 
grab a StarBoard2 in Sticky-Disk mode, a 
hardware signal prevents the system from 
acquiring the StarBoard2 as FastRAM (and 
thereby erasing your files) -instead it is re
recognized as a Memory Disk and its contents 
are preserved intact. If you want to work 
rapidly with large files of data that are being 
constantly updated (such as when developing 
software) you can appreciate the Sticky-Disk! 

Fast RAM -no waiting! 
StarBoard2 is a totally engineered 

product. It is a ZERO WAIT-STATE design, 
auto-configuring under AmigaDOS 1.2 as 
Fast RAM. Since AmigaDOS 1.1 doesn't 
support autoconfiguration, we also give you 
the software to configure memory in 1.1. 

Any applications software which "looks" 
for Fast RAM will "find" StarBoard2. And 
you'll find that your applications run more 
efficiently due to StarBoard2 on the bus. 

A passing bus? Indeed! 
What good is an Expansion Bus if it hits a 

dead end, as with some memory cards? Not 
much, we think -that's why we carefully and 
compatibly passed through the bus so you 
could attach other devices onto your Amiga 
(including another StarBoard2, of course!). 

The sum oft he parts ... 
A really nice feature of the StarBoard2 

system is that you can buy exactly what you 
need now without closing off your options for 
future exapansion. You can even buy a Ok 
StarBoard2 (with a one megabyte capacity) 
and populate it with your own RAM 
(commonly available 2S6k by 1 by ISOns 
memory chips). When you add StarBoard2 
to your Amiga you have a powerful hardware 
combination, superior to any single-user 
micro on the market. See your Authorized 
Amiga Dealer today and ask for StarBoard2 

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICING: 
StarBoard2. Ok (1 meg space) : $349 
StarBoard2. Ok (2 meg space): $395 
StarBoard2. 512k (1 meg space): $495 
StarBoard2, 1 meg (1 meg space) $595 
StarBoard2, 2 megs installed: $879 
StarBoard2, 2 megs & MultiFunction: $959 
Upper Deck, Ok (1 meg space): $ 99 
MultiFunction Module: $ 99 
also available: 
Standard 256k memory card: $129 
MAS-Drive20, 20 meg harddisk: $1495 
MouseTime, mouseport clock: $ 50 



WhyShould Your Amigal 
These days an Amiga with only 512K memory is 

operating at a fraction of its' potential. 
Fortunately we're here to change all that. 
We're Expansion Technologies, and we've 

developed the best RAM expansion board available for 
your Amiga 1000. 

The Escort 2. 
It's a 2 megabyte, auto-configuring card that meets 

all the known standards and then some. 
It's also a uniquely designed vertical two-slot card 

cage with buss return that offers incredible flexibility. 
Like the ability to upgrade to a whopping 4 mega

bytes of memory. Or if you prefer you can add a hard 
disk controller card, or an external power supply for 
the buss or ... well, you get the idea. 

And it's fast. 

We've utilized a no wait-state design so it keeps 
perfect pace with your Amiga. 

AIl this for less than $600. 
We're even readying products for the new 500 and 

2000 series Amigas. Among them hard drives, controller 
cards and memory expansion. 

AIl of this from Expansion Technologies. A company 
whose people have been making Commodore products 

for years, not weeks. 
So if your Amiga's a bit light 

headed give us a call at 415/656-2890. 
Or write us at 46127 Landing 
Parkway, Fremont, CA 94538. 

EXPANSION 
TrCHNOLOGIES 

Dealer Inquiries Invited Amiga is a trademark of Commodore·Amiga, Inc. 



Amiga News 
EXECUTIVE CHANGES AT COMMODORE 

by Steve Dock other financial publications fea- management structure was badly 
tured lurid articles describing needed. Commodore floundered 

Most Amiga fans will recognize Rattigan and Gould's power for a while after the Tramiel era. 
Tom Rattigan as Commodore In- struggle. Rattigan filed a $9 mil- (Jack Tramiel has since bought 
ternational's Chief Executive Of- lion law suit against Commodore Atari from Warner Communica-
ficer (CEO). We've seen his pic- after he was escorted from his tions and developed the Atari ST 
ture and read his plans for the locked office by security guards. systems which compete with the 
Amiga 2000 in Commodore mag- Each of these articles expressed Amiga). Gould tried out two 
azines. He was featured in major concern about the future of Com- other CEO's before he selected 
articles in Business Week and the modore, and the success of the Rattigan. Many in the media 
Wall Street Journal during early Amiga now that Rattigan had drew parallels with Tim Scully, 
1987. Rattigan was described as been ousted. another former PepsiCo market-
the youthful, former PepsiCo Official Commodore spokes- ing exec, who restored Apple 
marketing executive who "turned persons and terse press releases Computer to success. 
Commodore around" with five announced that Mr. Gould had During his eighteen months as 
consecutive quarters of CEO, Rattigan built the 
profitability. Many of us The immediate future for Amiga desired professional man
breathed a sigh of relief is in the hands of a new team agement team, calmed 
when these positive press now. Commodore's rattled 
reports appeared. It bankers, and presided 
seemed that Commodore over the introduction of 
was in good hands and that the appointed himself CEO, and pro- the Amiga 1000. In December 
new Amigas would be the cor- duction plans were proceeding 1986, Rattigan was rewarded 
nerstone of the company's fu- on schedule. with a five year contract guaran-
ture. Along with Rattigan, Nigel teeing him at least $400,000 per 

Apparently, Irving Gould, Sheppard, general manager of year. Mr. Rattigan must have 
Commodore's Chairman of the North American Operations and been pleased. He began a public-
Board and largest stockholder five other headquarters execu- ity campaign which featured his 
didn't share this optimism. tives were dismissed. The next own success, as much as Com-
While Rattigan was painting rosy week fifty lower level adminis- modore's. 
pictures of profit, Gould saw de- trative personnel were laid off at Obviously, something hap-
caying US sales and lack of mar- the West Chester headquarters. pened between December and 
keting success. This difference All this will seem strangely fa- April. Officials at Commodore 
in viewpoint became very public miliar to regular Commodore initially stressed a personality 
with the forced resignation of watchers. It was only three conflict between Gould and Ratti-
Rattigan on April 16 1987. years ago that Gould ousted Jack gan as the reason for the sudden 

By April 21, the Wall Street Tramiel from the CEO spot, con
Journal, Investor's Daily, and tending that a more professional 
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(continued on Page 28) 
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Alien Fires: Dateline - A.D. 2199 

by Tom Bucklin 

• 
2 1 ~ ~ A D 

. - , 

The opening Screen of Alien Fires 

"Y ou are sent into the distant 
future to a small planet at the 
edge of the known universe 
called Galaxy's End by the 
Timelord Elders. You are in 
search of a great man known on
ly to you as Samuel Kurtz, sci
entist and creator of an awesome 
device - the use of which your 
Timelord Elders believe, threat
ens to twist the very fabric of 
time itself. 

"Your mission: to find the 
mysteriously vanished Samuel 
Kurtz and destroy all traces of 
the time-transportation device 
which he has begun work on, 
thereby proving yourself worthy 
of the recognition of the Time
lord Elders .. " 

So begins your journey into the 
fascinating world of ALIEN 
FIRES, the new graphic role 
playing adventure from Jag-
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Ware. This state of the art crea
tion is bound to be one of the 
more sought after offerings in 
entertainment software. Along 
with detailed illustrations of over 
32 characters, game play is ac
companied by numerous seg
ments of the digitized musical 
score. ALIEN FIRES simulta
neously brings together some of 
the superb (and largely un
tapped) abilities of the Amiga. 

Consisting of 2 disks and re
quiring a minimum of 5I2K/ 
Kickstart1.2, the program boots 
from the Workbench prompt. 
(does not go to the Workbench 
screen) Although it is possible 
to play the game with one drive, 
there will be a continuous ons
laught of requests for disk swaps 
as you play the game. This is 
due to the constant need to ac
cess the sound and graphic files 
contained on "Disk 2". Howev
er, if you have expanded memo
ry, you can copy disk 2 into 
ram. The manual states that the 
program is set up to look for 
disk 2's contents in ram. This 
option will greatly speed up the 
loading sequences with a one or 
two drive system. This is a 
good example of the type of flex
ibility that should be built into 
ALL programs for the Amiga. 

Have you ever had a program 
that you enjoy using, but you're 
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fed up with having to wait 
through a long title screen with 
no apparent means of escape? 
Not so here! The file that brings 
up the "ALIEN FIRES" screen 
(definitely worth seeing by the 
way) is named "Intro". By re
naming this file to "Intro.bak", 
the program will skip all the title 
screens and proceed right into 
game play . 

In the adventure, you play the 
part of a Timelord; those mythi
cal travelers who transcend the 
barriers of time. Porting them
selves to different eras, they 
look after mankind by altering or 

'Mech' 



preventing past or future events. 
An unusual feature of this role is 
that you can define your 
strengths and weaknesses by 
means of creating custom charac
ters. From the opening Timelord 
menu, you can determine 
strengths in areas such as figh
ting, diplomacy, dexterity, and 
quickness. It will become appar
ent very soon after your first ad
venture that choosing the right 
combination of character traits is 
vital if you are to survive your 
ordeal. 

With character in place, you 
find yourself looking out a port
hole into space. You must hit 
one of the cursor keys to proceed 
onward and begin your journey. 
Once inside, you can acheive 
movement in one of two ways. 
Pressing a cursor arrow 
key will move you in the 
coresponding direction. 
There is also a control 
panel located in the upper 
right corner. By clicking 
on the appropriate icon 
you can control functions 
such as mobility, speech, . 
and general interaction 
with people or objects. 
Once familiar, these func-
tions have single letter 
keyboard equivalants that 
can speed up the selection 
process. 

As you begin to explore 

you to determine if this character 
possesses any valuable informa
tion, and how you are going to 
get it. With some characters, 
asking the right question alone 
will yield an important tidbit. In 
other instances, you will need to 
give them something to get them 
to part with their knowledge. 
If you meet a really mean char

acter, they will almost immedi
ately begin combat. This will 
bring up the combat screen 
where you must quickly choose 
to fight, dodge, or panic. You 
can also initiate combat by sim
ply positioning the cursor over 
the character and clicking the left 
mouse button. However, this is 
generally not advisable. It is 
best to think of these characters 
as a community because some of 

you die in the combat, you must 
appear before the Elders in their 
chambers where they will either 
resurrect you or tell you that you 
blew it once too many times. If 
the later, the game will end and 
you will have to reboot to try 
again. 

The animation as you alter 
your direction is fairly smooth. 
With each click of the mouse, 
you turn in the designated direc
tion about 45 degrees via a num
ber of quick progressive steps. 
If you're the impatient type like 
me, you can hold down the shift 
key as you hit one of the cursor 
arrow keys, and the intermediate 
steps will be eliminated, allow
ing you travel the whole distance 
in one step. 

Sooner or later, you will en
counter an elevator. This 
elevator is an important 
part of the game for two 
reasons: first, it can take 
you to different areas you 
may need to go to solve 
your quest; secondly, it is 
here that you encounter 
the copy protection routine 
that asks you to type in a 
word from the manual. 
Although the manual is 
small, it is very important 
that you count your words 
correctly when being 
asked for a specific loca
tion; as the lines are not 

the corridors, you are ____ _ ko-------".J numbered. Failure to get 
greeted by a variety of 
strange looking charac-
ters. Not all of these 
characters are friendly. (to say 
the least) If you are encountering 
the character for the first time, it 
will usually speak to you without 
prompting. It is entirely up to 

The Malevolenl Manli 

them are friends with each other, 
and none has a short memory. 
The combat session continues 
until your character (or your op
ponent) runs away or dies. If 
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it right in two tries will re
sult in the game ending. 

This is regardless of how long 
it took you to find the elevator, 
so caution is advised. 

As you start to become profi
cient at this game and reach the 
different areas, the variety and 
attitude of the creatures you en-

(continued on page 12) 
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Escort 2 

As Amiga software becomes 
more elaborate, the need for ad
ditonal memory becomes great. 
Expansion Technologies pro
vides the Escort 2, a two- slot 
expansion chassis to meet this 
need. 
The Escort 2 is a vertical steel 

case 9 inches tall, by 9.5 inches 
deep and 2.2 inches wide. The 
box is painted to approximate the 
Amiga shade of tan. Escort con
nects to the Amiga 86 pin expan
sion port and stands about half
way to the top of the monitor. 
The chassis is small enough to 
leave both mouse connectors un
covered. 

Escort is more than a memory 
expansion box. The additional 

(continued on page 38) 

The view inside Escort reveals the 86 pin pass-through bus 
and two arrays of static RAM. 

PCLOjr - PCLO - PCLOplus 
Printed Circuit Layout systems for the AMIGA computer 

Not just more PC CAD packages; These programs are REALL Y FAST, fully 
interactive, and easy to learn' Designed by PC layout artists and electronic 
engineers, These programs offer the highest performance and best 
selection of features for the typical engineering environment. Our "bug" 
free software works with the AMIGA's high-performance hardware to give 
you fast, accurate results. Give us a call today and see how our CAD 
products can make your designs faster, easier, and less expensive to 
create. Be sure to ask about our new Schematic drawing system' 
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Semi-automatic routing 
Trace Yield 
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Full silkscreen 
Utilizes color 
Area rotation 
Area inversion 
Global trace lollowing 
Surface stretch 
HI, HP, Gerber PLotters 
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Postprocessor SOURCE 
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Two types 01 AreaFil1 
2 lines between pads 
N-Layer capability 
Object libraries 
Multiple pad types 
Multiple pad sizes 
Block operations 
3 measurement types 
Layer data swapping 
Magnification (zoom) 
Dot matrix check print 
Supports hard drives 
Uses 640 by 400 mode 
Work ahead capability 
Full UnOo capability 
Very easy to learn 
45 degree turns only 
Menu/ Mouse/Key driven 
Show plot corrections 
Full lactory support 

$69.95 (PCLOjr) $199.95 (PCLO) $499.95 (PCLOplus) 
Functional Sample disk $85.00 (Credit towards purchase) 

PCLO/plus/jr (c) SoftClrcuits, Inc. / Amlga (c) Commodore, Inc. 

First In A Series Of Engineering Workstation Products From 
SoftCircults Inc., 701 NW 13th Street, Suite C-4 

Boca Raton, Florida 33432 (305) 368-7024 
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* REALTIME CLOCK/ CALENDAR 

* AUTO CONFIG UNDER 1.2 

* FAST MEMORY 

* WORKS WITH SIDECAR 

* ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

THE INSIDER 
from Michigan Software 

The 'FIRST' plug in no 
solder, internal memory 
expansion board for the 
Amiga. 

Adds one full meg of 
Memory to your Amiga 1000 
so if you have 512K now 
you get 1.5 meg total. 
Can also be used on a 
256K machine gi ving you 
1,1 meg. 

For those people who have 
external memory boards and 
need to go one meg further 
the INSIDER is the answer, 
Fully compatible with 
external boards. 

o N L Y $ 349,95 
shipping 3.00 

VHS / BETA DEMO TAPE AVAILABLE SHOWING INSTALLATION & INFORMATION 
* $10.00 / RETURNED TAPE REFUNDABLE TOWARDS PURCHASE OF INSIDER 

ORDERS AND INFORMATION: 

PHONE ORDERS (313) 348-4477 

AMIGA BBS (313) 348-4479 

OR CALL FOR A DEALER NEAREST YOU 

MICHIGAN SOFTWARE DIST INC 

43345 GRAND RIVER AVE 

NOVI MICHIGAN 48050 

VISA / MC / AMEXP / C.O.D. 



The Faery Tale Adventure 

- A Review 

By Norman Schutzman 
(Stormin' Norman) 

There are many types of adven
ture games. Text adventures 
leave the most to your imagina
tion. Although scenes are usually 
described in great detail, each 
reader will draw upon his or her 
own inner thoughts to derive the 
actual "picture". A text adventure 
is like reading a book, but a book 
you must interact with. One 
drawback of this is that you may 
miss an important detail since, 
unlike a book, details are not 
"given" to you. You must active
ly seek them out, and you may 
miss something crucial to the plot 

h€ eldest 
In-oth€t*, }1dtaf)., 
\'V·(1.S bn .• ;(ts t 
of the tflf-ee. 

simply because you didn't "look" 
there. Another drawback is that 
text adventures use a "parser". 
You must talk to the program in 
words or phrases the parser 
"knows". While a parser may 
have an extensive vocabulary, it 
can be very frustrating when you 
know what you want to do, but 
simply don't know the acceptable 
words to tell the program to do 
it. 

Another type of adventure is a 
combined text-graphic adven
ture. Adding graphics to text you 
can now actually see what is 
going on. This helps out your 
imagination considerably. The 
graphic artists can now "take 
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you" to places you have never 
been before, since you are not 
limited to using your own experi
ences to "paint" the scene. How
ever the text is sti11limited to the 
words known by the parser. 

A third type is the all graphic 
adventure. Here text is replaced 
by options within the program 
which let you choose actions. No 
clues are provided as to what you 
must do, but the program pro
vides the correct "syntax" for 
you. This is like the difference 
between reading a book and 
watching color television, espe
cially since music and sound ef
fects are usually provided. 

The fourth and newest type, the 
animated adventure, is almost 
like living the part of your char
acter in real life. Faery Tale 
breaks new ground in this area. 
The movement in Faery Tale is 
unbelievably smooth throughout 
all 14,400 screens of the king
dom, and through the other areas 
as well. You have complete con
trol of your character as you 
guide him throughout the story. 
He convincingly walks and 
fights; moving arms and legs. He 
even tells you when he cannot do 
such things as walk through 
walls by looking at you and 
shaking his head. All this con
tributes to the feeling of actually 
being in the Faery Tale. Other 
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programs tried to achieve this ef
fect, but fell short when each 
screen was loaded and interrupt
ed the action. 

The plot is not an unfamiliar 
one for adventurers. It is a cold 
eerie morning in the town of 

brothers to save the rest of the 
kingdom. He explains that if you 
can recover the Talisman, it 
would drive the evil ones away 
and protect the people forever. 
The Talisman is a small carving 
of a bull believed to contain a 

Julian's home town of Tambry 

Tambry. Even colder than the 
morning are your bones, for you 
are about to embark on a quest 
that will be the greatest and most 
dangerous feat of your life - If 
you still have a life that is. One 
night as the village slept, an evil 
Necromancer, dark and hooded, 
moved through the village. He 
was followed by an army of grot
esque corpses and skinless skele
tons. Raiding the town, killing 
the people, and generally doing 
what monsters love to do best. 
Together with a band of 
"goblinmen," they soon left the 
town void of life as we know it. 

As your father lay dying he 
pleads for you and your two 
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spirit too powerful for any un
dead creature to endure. Of 
course, your father has no clue 
as to where the Talisman can be 
found. 

As you start on that fateful 
morning, you are Julian the eld
est and bravest of the three broth
ers. Hopefully, you are a patient 
brother, since you must now em
bark on a journey which may 
take you through the entire king
dom of Helm. This is no easy 
feat since the kingdom (or play 
area) is an unbelievably impres
sive 144 screens tall by 100 
wide. Yes that's 14,400 screens! 
The terrain includes forests, des
erts, snow covered mountains, 
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lakes, castles and villages. There 
are other play screens which will 
take you through buildings, un
derground caverns, mazes and 
even the astral world, bringing 
the total number of screens to 
over 17,000! 

So while you are still in the vil
lage, collect all that you can from 
the shops and homes, check the 
map which is supplied in your 
game packet, decide on a direc
tion, and go to it! 

Once you begin your quest, the 
fun never ends. On your journey 
you will come across numerous 
artifacts to help you on your 
quest. Each token can be used 
only once, but possesses great 
powers to help when you need it. 
Some objects help with naviga
tion, transportation, control of 
time, seeing in the dark, seeing 
hidden objects, and spells. You 
will also find keys and weapons 
which you usually have to fight 
for. Along the way you will 
come across many characters. 
Some are friendly, and some 
whose only joy would be to gaze 
on your lifeless body. When you 
meet friendly characters you can 
talk to them and receive clues of 
great value. When you come 
across the latter you have less to 
think about; kill or be killed! Af
ter you kill them, a search of the 
body (if there is one remaining) 
will more often than not reward 
you with a weapon or key which 
you will need later. 

Eventually, if you are good 
enough, and lucky enough, you 
will find the Talisman. Of 
course, having saved the King
dom, you marry the Princess, 
and live happily ever after. 

Something I have never seen 



before is the multiple control pro- catch anybody's eye (a colorful My major disappointment is 
vided in Faery Tale. You can use picture of a ferocious dragon at- the ending scene. Obtaining your 
either the joystick, mouse, or tacking our hero). But even goal leaves you with only a few 
keyboard for control, and all at more important, the back cover lines of text and a blank screen. 
the same time. Use your favorite has six full color screens of the With the outstanding graphics 
to walk and attack in any of eight actual program, and a nice de- and music throughout Faery 
directions, and the program will scription of the play field. Also, Tale, it doesn't seem fair to 
respond quickly and convincing- and most important "what you skimp at the conclusion. 
ly. see is what you get!" Some com- I highly recommend Faery Tale 

On the bottom of the screen is a panies include screens written for Adventure if you like adventures. 
display of your Bravery, Luck, a different computer than yours. Microillusions has made almost 
Kindness, Vitality, and Wealth. Inside, are very clever and fan- full use of the Amiga. The graph-
This area also shows a running ciful photos of David Joiner and ics are outstanding, and the play 
commentary of what is happen- Terry Karney. David is the per- action is extremely lifelike. Music 
ing in the game. These "scores" son responsible for the program- is also used to heighten the ex-
are important to your game play ing, the screen art and the music. citement. The original music is 
since they enable you to perform Pretty impressive huh? Terry not only very entertaining, but 
different feats. Next to this isn't listed as contributing to the changes continuously as different 
display is your command list. program itself, but he and David actions take place. The most out-
Here you can choose to take an staged some really neat photo- standing feature of Faery Tale is 
object, use it, give it to someone graphic scenes at a REAL castle its over 17,000 screens with con-
else, list the objects you have, or for your enjoyment. tinuous smooth scrolling. 
look for hidden objects. _____________________ The only other 

There are commands The most outstanding feature of things I would like 
which enable you to use to see improved are 
the magic items you col- F aery Tale is its over 17,000 the sound effects, 
lect along the way, com- screens with continuous smooth (some digitized 
mands which let you to scrolling. sound would be 
speak to other characters, ______________________ good) and more 
commands which allow challenging or di-
you to buy objects from vendors. Also included is a map of the verse feats. However, Microillu-
There is even a menu that will Kingdom, so you can navigate sions has packed this program 
permit you to pause a game, tum and plan your route. A small with quite a lot to offset this. 
the music or sound effects on or book telling the "Faery Tale", is Faery Tale will bring you excite-
off, and save a game or load a accompanied by a set of instruc- ment for a long time to come and 
previous one. tions on using the program, as it will take you weeks just to ex-

A word about the packaging. well as some hints. You need the plore all the land. 
Microillusions did a great job. I map to start your adventure since 
always throw the package out the map contains" key words" 
and keep those items on the in- which you must type when you 
side which help with using the boot the program. 
program. This time I'll keep the Faery Tale is copy protected, 
package. When I'm trying to de- so you must be very careful with 
cide what I'm going to spend my the program disk. Fortunately 
HARD earned money on, I want Microillusions has built in a 
the package to tell me just what I safety factor by performing all 
will be buying. The front cover saving and loading from a sec-
of Faery Tale is flashy enough to ond formatted disk. 
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Faery Tale Adventure: 
Microlllusions 
17408 Chatsworth St. 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 
(800) 522-2041 

Requirements: 
512 K Amiga 
I Disk Drive. 
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I.R.S. 
No Sweat ... 

With 
Money MentorM ! 

"Keep track of your pennies. and your 
dollars will take care of thems!:' Ives." Old. 
hut sensible advice. even in today's 
complex financial environment. Money 
~entor· is a hreakthrough in personal 
financial management. It harnesses the 
awesome power of the AmigaT

• to compute 
and graph clear reports of your financial 
situation . 
A unique system called "Sman Scrolls" 
handles a diversity of tedious data entry 
functions and can save 70% of the typing 
typically required for entry. 

\;Ioney ~entor· features: 

• 200 hudget categories. 

• 50 integrated accounts: checking. cash. 
saving and credit cards. 

• Elahorate search routine allows 
editing of transactions according to 
your specific guidelines. 

• Automatic check printing. 
• Automatic Account Balancing. 

• Colorful graphic reports illustrating 
actual versus hudgeted amounts. 

• Over SO reports from which to choose. 
This year ... get organized with 

Money Mentor T
• 

SEDONA SOFTWARE 
11844 Rancho Benardo Rd., Ste. #20 

San Diego, fA 92128 
(iIiiIiiiI To order, ~ 
~ caU (619) 451-0151 ~ 
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Alien Fires 
(continued from page 7) 

Elder's Chamber. 

counter will begin to change. 
What used to be somewhat hu
manoid looking lifeforms have 
turned into a sordid lot of mul
ti-limbed, conflict seeking, 
aliens. You will also begin to 
encounter a larger quantity of 
objects to secure, some of 
which are vital to your survi
val. Clicking on the hand icon 
will allow you to gather the 
items you find along the way 
into your inventory. You may 
examine your inventory list at 
any time by pressing the right 
mouse button. 

Sometimes, it is better to quit 
while you're ahead. If you are 
so inclined, the sleep option 
has been included. By clicking 
on the sleep icon, you can save 
your adventure/character to 
your own formatted disk. This 
disk needs to be named 
AF CHARS in order for the 
program to recognize the saved 
information. When you resume 
your game. You simply click 
on the resume a previous ad
venture option. A list of all 
saved adventures will appear, 
at which time you have only to 
choose the one you wish to re
sume. 
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I was very impressed with 
ALIEN FIRES, and feel that it 
will lead to some changes in the 
way that developers view 
graphic adventures. With pro
grams like this in circulation, 
consumers willleam to expect 
more and more out of the pro
grammers. This trend will 
come as no surprise to the 
knowledgeable community, be
ing well aware that the majority 
of the past programming has 
fallen short of the real potential 
of the Amiga. Even with the 
level of sophistication in 
ALIEN FIRES, it is certain that 
additional features, such as ani
mation of various characters, 
will be a part of future adven
tures. (Jagware plans to make 
this the first of several adven
tures. Each episode will take 
place in a different era involv
ing a new quest). 

The folks at Jagware have re
ally put some time into creating 
a challenging adventure. The 
program has been written to be 
non-linear, providing you with 
many hours of futuristic fun. I 
enjoyed entering the various 
rooms and trying to negotiate 
my way out of some pretty 
hairy situations; I'm sure you 
will too! 

Alien Fires: 

Jagware 
(800) 267-1904 

REQUIREMENTS: 

512K Amiga 
Kickstart 1.2 



Record Keeping for Small Business 
- First Impressions 

by Steve Dock What makes this software so must set the date by clicking on 
different, so impressive, is the arrows. This date is automatical-

First impressions are supposed intelligence evident in every ly entered in any transactions 
to be lasting. Wow! This new screen. Charles Anthony, Presi- during this session. You can set 
"accounting" package sure gets dent of Nimbus, has incorporat- the activity date to a past date, in 
off to a great start. Record Keep- ed standard accounting practice order to make changes or addi-
ing for Small Business (RKSB) behind the scenes of his package. tions. Click on ACCEPT DATE. 
is packaged in a gray glove- By avoiding the words "debit' From this point on, you will be 
leather-like executive case with and "credit", and substituting guided by "Mini Menus" which 
pockets and memo pad. The ele- practical everyday terms, he has present tasks in a logical order. 
gant case contains a disk, a 14 given us back control of our fi- You will notice that three 
page manual, and the author's nancial destiny. screens are stacked, one over an-
home telephone number! Gentle coercion best describes other. The three modules of 

RKSB is Aimed at the owner/ the program flow. The very first Record Keeping for Small Busi-
manager who does his or her time you boot RKSB, you are ness are always simultaneously 
own accounting. All businesses presented with the General Ac- active. You can instantly switch 
need to keep financial records counts screen. You must enter from Sales/Receivable, to Pur-
but; an owner/manager has spe- basic company information be- chases/Payable, to General Ac-
cial requirements. He or she fore any other work begins. En- counts by clicking the back/front 
needs to use financial information ter your company name, address, gadgets. Each screen is a distinct 
to make business decisions. A fiscal year end date, and begin- color, Burgundy for General Ac-
manager is losing money when ning bank balances. This screen, counts, Blue for Sales, and Gold 
taking care of the books. like all the others can be aborted for Purchase Accounts. Anything 

RKSB performs all standard by pressing the ESC key. To you type will appear black, while 
accounting functions without the save the data and continue, press the items controlled by the pro-
need for accounting knowledge the FlO key. Your company data gram are white. 
or jargon. It is constantly up-to- is now present in all invoices, For me, financial record keep-
the-minute, and packed ing begins with 
with useful reports. Ev- sales. So the first 
ery aspect of RKSB is By substituting practical everyday screen I tried was 
directed to helping you terms, he has given us back control of SaleslReceivable Ac-
manage your business, counts. Here a "Mini 
in contrast to producing our financial destiny. Menu" presented me 
accounting statements. ______________________ with a few options: 
Of course RKSB does New Customer; Ex-
produce the standard CashFlow, statements, and reports. isting Customer; Edit Customer 
Balance Sheet and Income state- The next window you see is the Info. Logically, I would need to 
ments as well. Activity Date window. You begin with a new customer. One 
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click, and a blank form presents 
itself. The top half has lines for 
N arne, Address, Zip, and Phone. 
Press Fl, and the cursor moves 

to the lower half, where you en
ter any outstanding balance. 
Nothing more to enter, so press 
FlO, and a blank invoice ap
pears. (As with each RKSB 
screen the function keys are re
produced at the very bottom for 
reference). 

The form looks like a statement 
you would send to a client. The 
top half already contains my 
company name and address, to
day's date, the customer name, 
address, and an invoice number! 
The cursor is positioned in the 
column for item description. 
Press return to move to the 
amount column. Press again, and 
move to the rate column. Type in 
a dollar figure and several fields 
on the form are instantly updated. 
The item cost 

Get down to some serious tun)Vitll. A.mii!a' 
your computer. He loves to 
ing graphics, animation, sound, 

is immediately computed by mul
tiplying amount by rate. Invoice 
totals and total due are calculated, 
including any outstanding bal
ance you may have entered earli
er. These totals continue to up
date as you complete each line. 
Sales tax is also taken care of on 
the form. You can print now, or 
wait for end of day processing. 
Now thats the way to run a busi
ness! 

I've used RKSB for a few days 
now, and can't wait to complete 
a full month. Reports are always 
there when I need them, and can 
be printed with a click of the 
mouse. Data entered in one mo
dule is automatically passed to 
the next. Every screen behaves in 
the same fashion, making the 
learning curve very short. You 
can't goof up by quitting the sys
tem until all logically related 
transactions are complete. Nim
bus deserves high praise for this 

logic games of increasing difficulty: Memolry'1''''d R"ttl .. 

and Checkers. The Checkers program is fuIl-fealtu~:dil~incli_:s.:· 

• Human or computer opponent 
• Eight levels of play against the computer • ;)lI~'ealKl Ir~U1 
• Replay a game and exit replay to 

continue play 
• Take back any or all moves 

But this is just the beginning! All the source code is nr(nrid!'!li ';'" 
lines of Amiga Basic and nearly 1,000 lines of C. 
how everything works and, along with the progr8Jm. 
simple· Basic, routines to advanced programming teclilni~tUeS,sUlc\l 

eOtgapiZing a large-scale program 
• Deb~gging and error trapping 
• Building a user interface 

l"I."I'w..t'U>L...c FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECf FROM 
With A Comp,aer - $34.50 + $2.50 postage aru;l1UI1id.lJrag. 

sales tax.) Requires 512K. 
below and we'll ship your program within ~ hours. 

NAME ____________________________________________ ___ 

ADD~ ____________________________________________ _ 

CITY ________________ _ STATE __ ZIP ________ __ 

fast, practical, and intelligent 
software. 

So far this system delivers what 
it promises - complete financial 
record keeping without the need 
to read manuals, or be an accoun
tant. Stay tuned for an upcoming 
comparison feature between 
some current (and forthcom
ing) business record keeping 
packages. 

Record Keeping for 
Small Business: 

Nimbus 
Box 1433 
Rancho SanteFe, CA 92067 
(619) 944-3453 

Requirements: 
512 K Amiga 
1 Disk Drive 



Kermit 
Amiga to IBM Mainframe File Transfer 

by Geoffrey S. Mendelson 

Now that you've gotten your 
AMIGA wouldn't, it be nice if 
you could work on it at home, 
and then transfer your data to the 
mainframe computer at work. 
You could just log on to the 
mainframe, and use the AMIGA 
as a terminal; transfering files 
from the AMIGA to your main
frame. 

I find this especially useful, 
since there is no spelling checker 
on the mainframes I use. In order 
to transfer files to and from your 
AMIGA you must be able to do 
two things: 

1. Log on to your mainframe 
from the AMIGA. 

2. Be able to run your own pro 
grams on the mainframe. 

You will need two types of 
software. First, find a terminal 
program that supports the KER
MIT protocol . I have had the 
most success with the AMIGA 
KERMIT program. (Several oth
er communications programs in
clude KERMIT as a transfer pro
tocol.) AMIGA KERMIT will 
support file transfer, and also 
will emulate a DEC VT100 termi
nal. For your mainframe, you 
need a version of KERMIT for 
the particular hardware and oper
ating system you are using. 

Wait a minute, I'll bet you 

thought KERMIT was a frog. 
The KERMIT file transfer pro
gram was in fact named in honor 
of KERMIT The Frog. KERMIT 
was developed by Columbia 
University, and has been placed 
in the public domain. Since 
KERMIT is usabl~ by anyone 
who does not charge for it, 
KERMIT has become almost 
universal in its application. KER
MIT versions are available for 
most computers, both micros and 
mainframes. 

KERMIT can be obtained by 
several methods. All versions of 
KERMIT can be gotten for a 
small fee from COLUMBIA Uni
versity. If a friend of yours has 
KERMIT, you may legally copy 
it. If your users group or favorite 
bulletin board does not have 
KERMIT Please give it to them 
once you get it. 

The mainframe version also can 
be gotten from COLUMBIA. It 
may be obtained from the hard
ware vendor of your mainframe. 
Generally, they will deny KER
MIT'S existence, as they sell a 
file transfer package for their par
ticular brand of computer. If you 
ask them to ask around they will 
usually find someone with what 
you want. It just takes a little per
severance and patience. 

(continued on page 35) 
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• Semi kit (no soldering) Board comes in a -I" 
x 8.5" case that connects externallv to the 
BUS expansion port on the right side of the 
Amiga® 

• The Jumbo Ram board contains all control 
circuit!)' chips, but no RAM. Add 16 
41256-15 RAM chips for 1/2 megabyte. Add 
3241256-15 RAM chips for 1 megabyte 

• Software auto-installs for 1.1 or 1.2, disk 
provided. (Will not auto-install unless you 
tell it to through software. If your otner 
software doesn't support extra memOlY, you 
can disable the board, through software 
thus saving you from having to remove the 
board each lime you run that software. 

• No wait states, fast memory will not slow 
operating system. 

• Pass through for stacki~~ memo!), boards is 
an option (available in lVlay, $40.00 includes 
installation.) Additional Jumbo Ram boards 
require additional power supplies. Power 
supplies $40.00, available Aprif 15, 1987. 

• Jumbo Ram board enhances VIP 
Professional, Draw, Digi View, Animator, 
Lattice and mary others: (Information on 
Side Car unavaIlable unltl we have one to 
test!) 

• Ram chips available at prevailing prices. 6 
month warranty replacement. 

Jumbo Ram $199.95. 
S & H $3.50 

EPSON' EX-BOO 
For Your Amiga® 

• uses lX-80 Printer Driver 
EX-800 $449.95 + S & H 

Amiga® Schematics 
You can investicate: RAM Expan

sion • Auto Boot ROM Mods • 
Disk Drive Interfaces • Addition
al Ports • DMA Expansions • 
Video Enhancements • ETC .. 

$24.95 includes shipping. 

Cardinal Software ~ 
14840 Build America Dr., ~ 
Woodbridge VA 22191 
Info: (703) 4~H -6494 ORDER TOL"." 

_::E 800-762-5645 
Amigs is 8 registered traoemark or Lommodore Electronics. 
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Graphic Tablet Comparision 

Given the graphic preoccupation of most 
Amiga owners, some of you will soon be 

needing a graphic tablet. 

Read on if you would like to improve the 
quality of your Amiga art. 

Easyl does it! 

by Tom Bucklin 

The Easyl digitizing tablet from 
Anakin Research enables you to 
produce drawings with traditional 
writing materials while 
displaying the results on your 
monitor screen. The product 
comes with the pad, ( an 8 112" 
by 13" low profile oak framed 
drawing surface), a 9 114" X 1 
112" X 6" metal chassis that 
plugs into the expansion port 
(pass through included), a pro
gram disk with the necessary 
drivers-utilities, the Easyl 
drawing program, a teflon-tipped 
drawing instrument, four regis
tration pegs, and a spiral bound 
manual. Easyl is a pressure sen
sitive type of graphic input tablet. 
It's constructed so that light 
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drawing pressure will not pro
duce an output to the screen. An 
LED on the interface box lights 
when output pressure is reached, 
giving you a visual indicator of 

the graphic output. This feature 
enables you to sketch out what 
you want on the tablet, then by 
adjusting your pressure, retrace 
the best version of it for editing 
and storage as an IFF file. 

In order to use the pad, you 
must first install a software 
"driver". The installation pro
cess is very simple, and can be 
accomplished just by clicking on 
the appropriate icons from the 
Workbench screen. 

The driver is a program 
(provided with the Easyl) that al
lows the Amiga to accept input 
from the pad. Most hardware 
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add-ons require this kind of set
up. A good example would be 
the case of expanded memory be
yond SI2K. If you just plug a 
board onto the expansion port, it 
does not become part of the exist
ing electronics. A software driv
er ( which has been written into 
KickstartIWorkbench 1.2) is ne
cessary to configure the new 
hardware with the many existing 
processes. 

The Easyl drivers exist in sev
eral different forms covering the 
whole gamut of applications. 
There is a separate set of drivers 
to support either 1.1 or 1.2 Kick
start (1.2 recommended), as well 
as "general" and "Pro" drivers. 

The general driver has been de
signed to work with every appli
cation where the mouse is cur-



rendy used. The driver exists in 
four parts entitled: Leftdriver, 
Rightdriver, LLeftdriver, and 
RRightdriver. These represent 
the various configurations that 
are available to the user. The 
Rightdriver and Leftdriver are the 
mouse emulation drivers. When 
using the pad with one of these 
drivers, drawing pressure on the 
pad must be combined with hold
ing down the appropriate switch 
on the pad frame to simulate 
holding down the left mouse but
ton. Since this can become a little 
tedious over a long period of 
time, the RRightdriver and LLeft
dri ver can be used in place of the 
standard drivers. For those who 
want a drawing medium that 
most simulates paper and pencil, 
these drivers would be prefera
ble. Once installed, pressure 
from the point of your drawing 
instrument alone will produce 
ou tput to the screen. The general 
dri ver can be removed from 
memory by pressing the key
stroke combination Control-shift
alt with the left hand, and right 
shift with the right hand. 

The purpose of the Left and 
Right drivers is to provide a way 
for the user to orient the com
mand strip on the side of his 
preference, while retaining a 
"right side up" image. (more on 
the command strip later) With
out this option, positioning the 
pad in a different direction would 
result in the top of your drawing 
surface being the bottom of the 
monitor screen, or vice versa. 

The general drivers allow the 
whole pad surface to be mapped 
onto the whole Amiga screen, 
and occupy about 8K of memory; 
not much of a consideration 

when being used as a general 
mouse substitute. However, in 
situations where memory is al
ready tight, (DPaint in hi-res 
mode on a 512 machine), 8K 
could be disastrous. It is, how
ever, time to recognize that in or
der to use many present and fu
ture programs to their full effec
tiveness, memory expansion of 
some type will be necessary. 
Most software companies are al
ready anticipating this evolution, 
and are modifying their programs 
to take advantage of memory be
yond the 512 chip ram address
es. 

The Prodrivers exist in the 
same configurations as the gener
al drivers, but they occupy 30K 
of memory. The main reason for 
the larger size program is due to 
the built in sizing option. This 
option allows you to utilize the 
full drawing area on the the pad, 
while being able to choose the 
size and location of the affected 
area on the screen. Once in
stalled, you call up the Pro Driv
er window by pressing the key
stroke combination Control-Alt
Alt. 

NOTE: it is important to try to 
size your window before you be
gin your drawing; as calling up 
the window over an underlying 
picture will cause that portion of 
the picture to be erased after clos
ing the window. This is a weak 
point we hope will be solved in 
future Pro driver enhancements. 
If a drawing is already in 
progress, and you find a need for 
sizing the window, you can al
ways go to a non-active screen 
first, (Dpaint's spare screen, the 
underlying CLI or Workbench 
screen) do your sizing, and then 
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return to your work screen. 
However, due to the fact that you 
can size AND move the Pro driv
er window to any location, it be
comes a guessing game if you 
need to make the resized window 
fit into a predetermined space. 

The registration pegs can be 
used to create animation cells. 
Once attached to the frame by 
means of their self-adhesive 
backing, the pegs provide a way 
to achieve a consistent registra
tion between frames. By using a 
sheet of paper with punched 
holes along one side, you can es
tablish your animation position
ing. It can also be quite useful for 
resuming a single drawing. The 
pegs can be used to hold tem
plates you make up for using the 
Easyl as a touch command device 
with a particular program. 

Although the pad can provide a 
high sampling rate, (250 coordi
nate pairs per second) Anakin 
states that this rate is somewhat 
crippled by the need to simulate 
the sampling rate of the mouse. 
In order to provide a means of 
using the pad at full sampling 
rate, and take advantage of some 
other special features as well, the 
Easyl drawing program has been 
developed. This 69K program 
provides a drawing/painting envi
ronment, and while not quite a 
DeluxePaint, it does introduce 
some special features native to 
the pad. 

The first of these these features 
is the command strip. This strip, 
positioned vertically along one 
side of the frame, consists of a 
series of colored boxes and let
ters. By touching the appropriate 
box, you can perform functions 
such as color changes, fill opera-
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KURTA 
PenMouse + 

by Steve Dock 

The PenMouse + by Kurta is 
an alternative graphic input de
vice which is much better suited 
to drawing than the Amiga 
mouse. My PenMouse arrived in 
a glossily printed box clearly la
belled "For the IBM PC/XTI 
AT." With more than a little fear 
I opened the package anyway. 
Inside were two sealed enve
lopes. The first contained a 5 114 
inch floppy diskette and manual 
for the ffiM PC. Fortunately the 
second held a 3 1/2 inch diskette 
and Amiga manual. Obviously 
the same Kurta PenMouse works 
on the ffiM and Amiga. 

The PenMouse system consists 
of several parts; the driver soft
ware called PenCraft, a Pen
Mouse + users guide, an 6 inch 
long pen which contains a radio 
transmitter, an 8 and 112 inch by 
11 inch graphic tablet, and a con
nector for the Amiga's serial 
port. All components are very 
professional in finish and seem 
well made and durable. 

Installation is clearly detailed 
on page 3 of the PenCraft manual 
as well as on a one page card
board stock insert. Start with the 
Amiga powered off. Attach the 
Kurta adapter to the serial port 
then connect the telephone type 
cable to the back of the adapter. 
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Now power up your Amiga and 
insert the PenCraft disk when 
prompted for Workbench. Open 
the disk Icon and click on the 
PenCraft Icon. Voila! Your Pen
Mouse is installed with its default 
configuration. 

Now the fun begins. Press the 
Pen down once on the pad sur
face to activate it. Watch as the 
screen pointer moves around fol
lowing your movements on the 
graphic tablet. You don't even 
have to touch the tablet! The Pen 
will transmit its location accurate
ly up to 1 inch above the surface. 
Moving the screen pointer direct
ly from place to place on the 
screen is fun, but its soon time to 
try drawing with the PenMouse. 

The Pen portion of the Pen
Mouse + is about 112 inch in di
ameter with two flattened sides to 
serve as finger grips. The body 
of the pen incorporates three 
switches. The nylon tip is a pres
sure sensitive switch which emu
lates the left Amiga mouse but
ton. The pen barrel also has two 
small blue switches close to the 
tip. Pressing either switch emu
lates the right Amiga mouse but
ton. This information appears on 
page 7 of the Pen Craft manual. 
Now we know enough to try out 
Dpaint with a PenMouse + . 

Once started, the Pencraft driv
er will remain active until a sys-



tern reset, so all that's needed is 
to start Dpaint. After opening a 
CLI window I typed "Run 
Dpaint" and sat back. As soon as 
the familiar drawing screen ap
peared, I moved the PenMouse 
on the tablet and attempted to re
produce my signature. Not much 
happened. Yes the crosshairs 
moved across the screen, but no 
lines were drawn. I tried again 
this time with a bit more pressure 
on the tablet surface. Sure 
enough, a smooth tangle of lines 
and loops appeared on the 
screen. 

Although the PenMouse does 
not require pressure on the tablet 
to transmit its location, the switch 
in the pen tip emulates the left 
mouse button. Therefore it must 
remain pressed down as you 
draw just as the left button of the 
mouse must remain pressed. In 
order to make good use of the 
PenMouse one more technique 
needs to be learned. Moving the 
pen to point at Dpaint's menu is 
swift and direct, but pressing 
down to select a menu item while 
simultaneously pressing one of 
the pen barrel switches takes a 
little practice. (The Amiga mouse 
remains active along with the 
Penmouse, so you may decide to 
use it for pointing.) Still in all I 
was drawing with the new Pen
Mouse within 15 minutes! I have 
since used PenMouse successful
ly with all resolutions of Dpaint, 
Aegis Images, Aegis Draw, Dy
namic Cad, and Prism. 

The superiority of the Pen
Mouse is especially obvious 
when sketching freehand curves 
and diagonal lines. What is a 
chore with the mouse is simple 
and natural with the PenMouse. 

Use of the PenMouse has cer
tainly not improved my limited 
artistic skills, but it has made 
drawing easier. Another advan
tage of using PenMouse is the 
screen pointer. PenMouse moves 
the pointer directly from place to 
place. The normal Amiga mouse 
moves relative to its last location, 
and may take repeat movements 
to get where you desire. The 
screen location transmitted by the 
PenMouse is precise and repeata
ble. You move to any point on 
the screen at once. 

For me the most impressive 
capability added by the Pen
Mouse is tracing. By placing a 
drawing, photograph, advertise
ment, etc. on the tablet I can trace 
its outlines and shading. It's then 
a simple matter to fill in areas 
with color and add a new image 
to my IFF collection! Its not 
quite DigiView, but PenMouse 
tracing can become quite adic
tive. Tracing does bring out one 
limitation of the PenMouse. Al
though the tablet is 8 112 by 11 
inches the active drawing area is 
only 6 by 9 inches. The active 
area maps to an entire Amiga 
screen so you are limited to trac
ing 6 by 9 inch objects. 

The Pen craft software can be 
easily copied to other disks or 
started prior to booting other ap
plications. While it is running 
Pencraft transmits the coordi
nates of your mouse to your ap
plication. It sends 37.5 points 
per second. This is more than ad
equate to produce smooth and 
precise curved lines in the Amiga 
high resolution mode. 

The PenMouse + is the entry 
level in a series of Kurta graphic 
input devices. The Kurta Series 
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One, Two and Three go up to 
large scale drafting size and cost 
thousands of dollars. All of the 
Kurta products use the same Pen
Craft software. An installation 
program is provided on the Kurta 
diskette. This program operates 
with familiar Amiga menu and 
mouse selections. However, al
most all of the options are not ap
plicable to the PenMouse. You 
can slow down the Baud rate, re
duce the resolution, or reduce 
the active area of the PenMouse, 
but none of these choices will im
prove performance. For once the 
default configuration is the best. 
When running, Pen Craft uses 21 
K of Amiga memory. It should 
not interfere with many applica
tion programs, but once its start
ed the only to stop it is to reboot 
your Amiga. 

While the PenMouse product is 
very useful, there is some room 
for improvement. First and fore
most the PenCraft software 
should be updated to enable user 
selection of mouse button emula
tion. I would prefer to use both 
buttons on the pen rather than 
pressing the pen point for left 
button action. This is certainly 
technically feasible, but will of 
course depend on Kurta's com
mitment to improving PenCraft. 
I would also encourage Kurta to 
add a serial port pass-through to 
the PenMouse adapter. In its 
current configuration the Pen
Mouse hogs the serial port forc
ing you to disconnect your mo
dem in order to use PenMouse. 
An alternative is to purchase a 
serial data transfer switch and 
cables. The switch will allow you 

(continued on page 33) 
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351D1D Slides FroID Your 
AMI"GA Art 

Now have high quality 35mm slides made from any IFF file, and 
R.A.M. images, too. Any resolution, including interlace, can be turned 
into a slide that can be printed or projected to any size. A must for 
graphic artists or anyone else who would like to show off their Amiga 
artwork. Price for 1 or 2 images is $10 each. For orders of 3 or more, 
price is $8 each. Write or call for price list on custom Cibachrome 
photographic prints up to 16"x20" from any of your slides. 

Your Own Artwork 
From flat artwork or 35mm slides, your own images can be digitized 
for use in any IFF paint program. For $24, 6 pictures will be digitized 
in either Io-res, interlace or hi-res mode. You choose the number of 
colors, up to 32 in lo-res and interlace (320x400) or 16 in hi-res. 
Additional images, $3 each. 

Photographic Clip Art 
Vol. #1 Clip Art Sampler Disk includes landscapes, flowers, cities, celestial 
objects and more. $25 
Vol. #2 Western Landscapes includes deserts, forests, mountains. $35 
Vol. #3 Flowers and Plants Just what the name implies. Some screens 
made up of flowers isolated against single color background for easy use as a 
brush. $35 
Vol. #4 Clip Art Demo Disk Samples of clip art in use and suggestions on 
being creative with digitized pictures. $25 

All Images Digitized From Professional Quality 35mm Slides 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DIGI PIX 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

800 Heinz Street 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 644-0614 

All orders please add $2 shipping. 
Calif. residents please add state tax. 

1 
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Acquisition -
ACQUISITION - 'The Ultimate Database' 

by George Graves 

You have probably seen the 
advertisements. Big! Bold! Full 
page! "The Ultimate Database 
for the Amiga". It's been just 
over a month since I received 
ACQUISITION, one of the first 
"production" copies in the U.S., 
fresh in from England, not on 
anyone's shelf yet. 

I can still remember as the 
salesman rattled off the capabili
ties of this data base package: 
maximum field size of ten mega
bytes; maximum ten million 
fields per record; maximum of 
1 00 million records in a file; 
maximum file size of one giga
byte. Sorts can be done on up
to sixty-five thousand fields. 
Records may be selected with up 
to sixty-five thousand selection 
criteria. There is no limit to the 
number of files in the system. 

Data may be specified as alpha
meric, numeric, date, time or log
ical types. Fields may contain 
these elements as well as IFF da
ta such as pictures. Expressions 
may be entered in data fields. 
And Acquisition comes with a 
complete programming language 
with over 200 commands. 

This might really be it; the first 
"breakthrough" data base product 
for the Amiga. A product which 
separates this special machine 

from all the rest. The possibilities 
of a fully programmable relation
al database system get me really 
excited. 

Acquisition, developed in 
Guildford, Surrey, England and 
produced for world-wide distri
bution by Taurus Impex Ltd., is 
in my opinion the most prom
ising piece of software for the 
Amiga to date. It uses the graph
ics and mUltiprocessing capabili
ties of the machine. It appears to 

This might really be it; 
the first "break

through" database 
product for the Amiga. 

be a state-of-the-art relational da
ta base capable of handling color 
images with the same ease that 
most prior packages handle dol
lars and cents. It has flexibilities 
that make its practical applica
tions virtually limitless. Screens 
can be designed that are absolute
ly beautifuL No other software 
to date can boast of the package 
of features that it offers. It even 
talks. And, it's only $299. 

Perhaps the most interesting 
feature of Acquisition is the inte
gration of Graphics into the sys
tem itself. Fields may be placed 
upon graphic backdrops; data en
try and display screens may be 
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drawn with tools in Acquisition; 
or created in a program such as 
DeluxePaint. 

A very powerful example of this 
is the checkbook demonstration 
which comes with the package. 
In that example, data is displayed 
on the image of an open check
book. The checks in the book 
ha ve the same background tex
ture as actual checks. This 
makes for a striking visual pres
entation. 

The Acquisition package is a 
manual in a gray loose-leaf bind
er, two diskettes, a dongle and a 
registration card. The whole 
whole thing fits into a gray slip
case. 

Acquisition consists of seven 
distinct sections: Settings, Creat
ing, Bridging, Pasting, Filing, 
Linking, and the Acom program
ming language. 

SETTINGS sets system-wide 
parameters. It is this screen 
which describes where system 
output goes; when housekeeping 
functions are to be performed 
(weekly, daily, whenever the 
system needs them done, etc.); 
deletes unwanted files; changes 
the names of commands; makes 
disk backups; etc. 
CREATING is used for database 
definition. Use of this screen is 
relatively straightforward, since 
at least the first cut at screen lay-
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out is automatic. Creating is the 
key to the system. Fields may be 
created which are not stored on 
the database, but exist in memory 
only. Fields may also be created 
with an instruction stream at
tached That instruction stream 
will be executed when data is en
tered and the results will be 
stored into the file. Which hap
pens to be wonderful, if you 
need to perform data encoding 
and decoding, or encryption of 
fields. 

The next section of Acquisition 
is entitled PASTING. Here 
graphics, speech and other fea
tures are added. Text may at
tached to any field, and will be 
spoken by the Amiga narrator 
functions. 

The BRIDGING program de
fines accesses to and between 
files. Files have two types of 
access "SYSTEM" and 
"RELATIONAL". System ac-

cesses are those which depend 
upon data only in the file being 
accessed. Each file is required to 
have one System path (Index) 
which contains unique informa
tion. Bridging can create addi
tional System paths. 

In addition, Bridging creates 
paths which join two files. The 
true power of a relational data 
base is this ability to join files in 
whatever combination needed. 
Joining is simple and, as with all 
other functions in Acquisition, 
accomplished from attractive 
graphic panels. 

The FIllNG program is the da
tabase retrieval module. It is also 
where you enter your data into 
the system. Filing is simple, 
straightforward, easy to use, 
friendly and generally a very 
creative package. 

The FILING program resides 
on a separate disk from the 
Creating and Bridging programs. 

To switch disks, you must open 
a drawer of utility programs, and 
double click on the Change Disk 

Icon. You will be prompted to 
swap disk several times. Appar
ently Acquisition doesn't support 
the use of RAM: or DF2: . 

Surprisingly, FILING is the 
module which is dongle protect
ed. If Taurus feels the need to 
copy protect Acquisition, why 
wouldn't they protect the Creat
ing module? That would lock up 
the ability to build databases, but 
not the ability to share creative 
applications with associates. 

The LINKING section is used 
for the definition and generation 
of reports. On the basis of my 
testing, this facility seems to be a 
listing generator. A full fledged 
report generator which can gener
ate invoices, bills, checks and the 
like may be there, but I haven't 

(continued on page 29) 

Why Buy Amiga* Expansion Products That Limit Expansion? 

Most products for the Amiga perform Single functions (memory 
expansion, hard disk controller, etc.). With each, it is assumed that 
power requirements will be satisfied by the Amiga and, even when 
"stacking" these products one after the other, your Amiga will 
probably handle the load ... probably ... 

The Cage™ from Pacific Peripherals is a two-slot zarro compalible 
expansion box that returns the Amiga bus for additional use. It also 
allows you to add power to the system using an inexpensive 
external supply. 

The Advantage™ is Pacific Peripherals' no wait state two mega
byte memory card. The Amiga standard (zorro) design of The 
Advantage will auto configure under both 1.1 and 1.2 operating sys
tems. It may be used in any of the currently available card cages ... or 
in the Cage. This same card has been used for months in the Xpander 
II on an OEM basis and IS not a new, untested product. 

For the price of most two megabyte boxes, you can combine The 
Advantage and Cage and still have another slot available. Fill the 
extra slot with any zorro standard card or leave it open for future 
expansion. 

Included with each system is the The Survivor,lM the RAM disk 
program Amiga should have provided. Our RAM disk appears to 
be Identical to Amiga's, except... it will survive a warm boot... even 
if the memory you're using is the original 512K. 

'Amlga IS a trademark of Commodore BUSiness Machines. 

The Adyantage™ ... 
A 512K/2 megabyte RAM expansion 
• Auto configures under 1.1 or 1. 2 
• No-wait state design 
• AMIGA Standard Design ("Zorro") 
• User expandable with inexpensive 

256x1 dynamiC RAM 
• RAM disk software for warm boot recovery 

Cage IITM... Two slot "Zorro" compatible 

For additional information or to place orders, 
call (415) 651-1905. 

Pacific 
Peripherals 
1080 Hiawatha Court 
PO. Box 14575 
Fremont, CA 94539 
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Professional Page TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Major Components 

The Professional Page integrates full-featured word 
processing, precision typesetting, bitmap/structured graphics, 
and powerful page layout capabilities in an easy to use, 
comprehensive desktop publishing system. 

Word Processing 

- Full featured WYSIWYG editing using mouse or keyboard 
commands. 
- Left, right, center, and flush justify (with user controllable 
word and leller spacing) modes. 
- User definable tabs. 
- Text block manipulations including cut, paste, copy, style, 
and colour. 
- Search and replace with optional query. 

Hyphellation 

- Algorithmic (with user definable exception dictionary) or 
discretionary hyphenation. 
- Suggested hyphenation of any word may be requested. 

Text Handling 

- Automatic text flow from box to box, column to column, 
and page to page. 
- Automatic text run-around for graphics or other, user 
specified, boxes. 
- Ability to flow text around irregular shaped graphics. 
- Page numbering may be done automatically and the 
"continued to/from" linkages for articles is maintained by the 
system. 

Text Import 

- Text may be imported from Scribble!, TextCraft, TextCraft 
Plus, ProWrite, WordPerfect or generic and IFF TEXT 
formats. 

Typesetting Features 

- Font sizes up to 127 points. 
- Text styles consist of bold, italic, underline, outline, 
shadow, and combinations. 
- AUlomatic and manual kerning. Text may be manually 
kerned in 1/100 of an em space. Automatic kerning uses 
tables specific to cach font. 
- Tracking allows adjustment of spacing between a selected 
range of letters in increments of 1/100 of an em space. 
- Absolute, relative and automatic Icading with accuracy 
better than 1/1000 of a point. 
- Other features incl ude paragraph spacing, availability of 
em, en, and thinspace characters, and baseline shifts of 
single or range of characters. 

Graphics 

Both bitmap and structured graphics are supp<;>rted. Graphics 
may be scaled and cropped both visually (cbck and drag) or 
numerically (for greater control) and may be placed 
anywhere on the page. 

Bitmap Graphics 

- Up to 256 colours or 4096-colour HAM mode. 
- Colour images arc displayed onscreen in 16 level grey 

scale representations. 
- Bitmap graphics may be imported from any package 
supporting the IFF file format (Deluxe Paint, Deluxe Paint 
II, Aegis Images, GraphicCraft, ete.). 
- Printed as black and white halftone images with user 
definable screen density and levels (constrained only by 
output device resolution). 

Structured Graphics 

- A full set of tools for creating/editing structured graphics: 
lines, rectangles, circles, arcs, ellipses, free draw, polygons 
and bezier curves. 
- Variety of line types, weights and colours arc available. 
- Variety of fill patterns and colours arc available. 
- Structured graphics may be imported from Aegis Draw. 
- Structured graphics are printed in the full resolution of the 
output device. 

Document Specification 

- Page sizes may be US letter,legal, A4, B5, or user 
specified up to 17"xI7", 
- Up to 999 pages per document limited only by main 
memory. 
- Master pages for recurring design elements. Independent 
masters may be specified for odd and even pages. 
- Move and delete pages. 
- Automatic or manual page numbering. 

Page Composition 

- Complete control over page composition using an intuitive 
and flexible user interface, 
- Ability to integrate text and graphics. 
- Text or graphic boxes may be resized or repostioned at any 
time both visually or numerically (for greater control). 
- Boxes may be bordered, shadowed, or textured in a variety 
of linestyles and patterns. 
- Boxes may be transparent or opaque with full control over 
hierarchy. 
- Boxes may be grouped for easy positioning. 
- Ability to view facing pages simultaneously. 
- 4 levels of magnifications including size-to-fit. All 
operations function in any magnification mode. 
- All measurements in inches, centimeters, or pica.points. 
- Tools include rulers, grids, grid-snap, column/margin 
indicators, and box outline indicators. 

Printing 

- Output on any PostScript device including popular laser 
printers and Typesetting machines. 
- Thumbnail printing where entire document is printed in 
reduced size on a single sheet as a story board. 
- Draft printing, only the text is printed for quick output. 
- Automatic tiling for oversized pages with user specified 
overlap. 
- Custom Page Design Studio where any page may be 
rotated, sized, moved, reflected, and combined with any 
other document page on the output page. 

GOLD DISK INC 
P.O. Box 789, Streetsville 
Mississauga, Ontario 
Canada LSM 2C2 

Sentry July 1987 



by Steve Dock 

With the release of LaserScript 
by Gold Disk, Amiga Desktop 
Publishing has finally arrived. 
Yes I know, Page Setter was re
leased in December 1986 and Pu
blisher 1000 was released in May 
1987, but neither of these prod
ucts provides Adobe fonts, full 
and multiple page manipulations, 
page masters, and PostScript 
support. Without these capabili
ties PageS etter, etc. are merely 
Desktop Publishing simulations. 

LaserScript is sold as a 
'PageSetter Module" which is to 
say, that LaserScript is not in
tended as a stand alone applica
tion. Your newsletter, booklet, 
or, advertisement will still be ed
ited, and composed using Page
Setter. However, LaserScript 
will enable you to add sophisti
cated effects and direct your re
sults to a "Postscript" laser print
er or Linotype typesetter. The 
difference in the quality of the 
finished product is amazing. 

Laserscript consists of one 
diskette, a manual and a plastic 
book -type package. The software 
is shipped on a 1.2 Workbench 
disk, and is started by clicking on 
the Laserscript program Icon, 
which looks like a laser printer 
(of course). Since I usually test
drive a new piece of software be-

LaserScript 

fore opening the manual, I was 
somewhat disappointed by La
serscript at first. There are just 
three screens with a few button 
and· text gadgets to manipulate. 
Not much excitement at fIrst, but 
there are several exciting effects 
waiting on those screens. 

A twenty-four page "User's 
Guide" is included with Laser
Script. The guide was written, 
edited, composed, and "typeset" 
using PageSetter and Laser
Script, and is a good indicator of 
the product. However, the Us
er's Guide is somewhat dull. On
ly the cover shows any sign of 
the polish possible with Desktop 
Publishing. I'd guess that a 
much more elaborate reference 
guide is in progress for latter re
leases. The current LaserScript 
documentation is sufficient, but 
sparse and lacking in examples. 

LaserScript is only useful if 
you own or can secure use of a 
POSTSCRIPT compatible laser 
printer. The Apple LaserWriter is 
the most popular of the postscript 
printers. However, there are 
many other companies offering 
similiar printers at much lower 
prices. The Apple can be pur
chased for about $4000 if you 
find a good deal. I suggest you 
check out local colleges and uni
versities which are Apple hot
beds. Another alternative is to 
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cart your machine to any of the 
copy shops that provide laser 
printer output services (usually 
around $1.00/page). This behav
ior is sure to confound a few 
MacIntosh partisans and maybe 
even open up some eyes to what 
the Amiga can really do! 

In order to obtain high quality 
results from LaserScript, you 
must create your PageSetter pag
es with the Adobe Fonts included 
on the LaserScript disk. The 
normal Amiga fonts are bit
mapped and not known to the 
Postscript system in the laser 
printer. This means that when 
they are printed by an Apple La
serwritter or QMS PS800 they 
will not look very good. The 
Adobe fonts supplied by Gold 
Disk include Times, Courier, 
Helvetica, and Symbol in a varie
ty of sizes. Documents produced 
with these fonts will look famil
iar, since these typefaces are 
widely used in all segments of 
the publishing industry. 

The User's Guide clearly de
scribes three alternative methods 
to use the Adobe fonts from 
within PageSetter. The easiest 
method is to boot your Amiga 
from the LaserScript disk. Then 
start PageSetter by inserting that 
disk and clicking on its Icon. 
When you ask for a font Pageset
ter will read the LaserF onts direc-
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tory. As usual the actual font(s) 
selected will be used on your 
PageSetter screen. Another meth
od, is to copy the fonts from La
serScript to Page setter using the 
Copy command or a File Manag
er program. The last technique 
uses the Assign command to as
sign Fonts to LaserScript:Fonts. 

Now you are ready to use the 
new LaserScript fonts to com
pose a PageSetter document. You 
can even print to a dot matrix 
printer with the new fonts. Once 
you have saved your Pagesetter 
document, its time to try out La
serScript. 

Very soon after you click on the 
LaserScript Icon, a file requestor 
appears. You must select a Page
Setter document file to proceed. 
Next, you will select either the 
Standard Print or Custom Print 
option. If you click on Standard 
Print, you will very quickly see a 
new screen. The Standard Print 
screen contains requestors for the 
name of your PageSetter file, the 
beginning and ending page, the 
number of copies you wish, and 
the output device (eg., serial or 
parallel). You can print your doc
ument as soon as you have en
tered its name by clicking on the 
PRINT button. LaserScript paus
es for a minute, and then sends a 
stream of PostScript commands 
to your laser printer. You can di
rect the LaserScript output to a 
disk file for 'offline printing' if 
desired. The resulting disk file 
contains standard ASCII data, 
and can be examined by using Ed 
or TYPE. You can even transfer 
this PostScript file via modem to 
another computer which is at
tached to an appropriate laser 
printer. 
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Sample output shows how Laserscript allows for multiplexing, rotating, and scaling of 
the same or different full-page images in the step between composition and printing. 

PostScript requires a Motorola 
68000 CPU and at least 1 mega
byte of memory in the laser print
er. The PostScript page descrip
tion language also resides in 
ROM inside the printer. When 
the LaserWriter receives printing 
commands, PostScript interprets 
them, calculates the vectors need-
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ed to produce the letters and 
graphics requested, and produces 
the necessary pattern of dots on 
the laser device. Quite a bit more 
internal processing needed than 
your dot matrix printer. 

Although the Apple Laserwriter 
is capable of printing eight full 
pages per minute, if many differ-



ent fonts or graphic images are 
included, the printing may take 
fifteen or more minutes per page! 
However, the finished product is 
worth the wait Each letter is uni
formly black, the curves are 
round, and no "jaggies" can be 
seen. The Clip-Art included on 
the PageSetter disk doesn't show 
as dramatic an improvement. 
That's because it wasn't drawn in 
300 dots per inch resolution. 

You can begin to use the custo
mizing features of the program 
by clicking on the Change De
faults box. A new screen will ap
pear with more gadgets for coor
dinates, scale, rotation, shadow, 
and outline. You can change the 
length and width of the output 
page, scale your Page Setter pag
es in the X or Y dimensions, add 
border or shadows, and rotate the 
entire page from 1 to 360 de
grees. Once you set the appropri
ate dimensions, scale factors, and 
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ettects, you can save these set
tings as a "form". Of course, 
forms can be loaded and reused. 
I was especially impressed with 
the ability to specify different 
formats for EVEN and ODD 
pages. By setting the rotation 
angle to 90 degrees, you can 
produce 'Landscape' or side
ways pages. Each of these op
tions applies to the entire Page
Setter document, whether one or 
many pages. 

In the center of the Change De
faults Screen is a white rectan
gle, which represents the cur
rent LaserScript page. Your 
Pagesetter page is represented by 
an orange box on the white rec
tangle. The box is empty howev
er. You must wait for the printed 
copy to judge the results of your 
tinkering. Naturally, you can 
move the orange box by clicking 
on it and dragging with the 
mouse. You can slide part of a 

PageSetter page off the Laser
Script page if you want to. 
You can stretch or shrink the 
page too. Manipulate pages 
with either the mouse, or by 
typing in the gadgets to the 
right of the screen. All of this 
in the standard print section. 
If you select exit, you will 

quickly be returned to the ini
tial screen. Here you can 
choose the "Custom Print" 
option. This screen is very 
similar to Standard Print. All 
of the same gadgets and capa
bilities are here, plus six new 
ones. The ADD PAGE gadget 
lets you place more than one 
PageSetter page on the Laser
Script page. You may posi
tion, scale, and rotate each 
page to produce striking ef
fects. The sample included on 
the LaserScript disk shows 

(continued on page 32) 

Mainframe quality, full feature ANSI FOIl'I'RAN 77 
compiler includes: Debugger, lJnker, lJbrary Manager, 
Runtime lJbrary, IEEE math, and C interface. Supports 
Complex numbers, Yn1uaI arrays, Overlays and 
lJnking. Not copy protected. $295. 

AMIGA HARD DISK BACKUP HARDHAT 
Fullllncremental/Directory/Single File backup to microdisks. 
Option list allows skipping of files by name with wildcards. 
Catalog file provides display of backed up files by name with 
size, location and datestamp. Double data compression re
duced disk space. Printer interface. Uses CLI or Workbench. 
Multitasking provides background operation. - $69.95 

AMIGA DISK FILE ORGANIZER ADFO 
Version for CSA 68020/68881 Turbo board also available $495. 

AC/BASICTM 
From the authors of Microft BASIC compiler for Macintosh, 
comes AC/BASIC for the Amiga Companion compiler to the 
Amiga BASIC interpreter: has more features and includes 
BLOCK IF, CASE statement, and STATIC keyword extensions 
and executes up to ;Ox faster. AC/BASIC is the new BA.,)IC 
reference for MC68000 based personal computers. Not copy 
protected. $195. 

ab§iE!ft _ J I ~ I 
Scientific/Engineering Software Telephone orders "",'rn",,' 

4268 N. Woodward, Royal Oak, MI 48072/(313) 549-7111 
Amiga trademark of Comllllxlore! Amiga. Microsoft trademark of Microsoft Corp 

Having trouble finding that file somewhere in your stack of 
floppys? Can't find all the copies of a particular file? ADFO 
maintains a database of directories and filenames from your 
collection of disks. Fast response inquiries return location and 
last update information. Printer interface. Uses CLI or Work
bench. 512K ram and 2 drives recommended - $59.95. 

AMIGA SPELLING CHECKER SPEL-IT 
Uses 40,000 word primary dictionary and optional second dic
tionary. Add/Delete words to both dictionaries. Includes 
plurals. Text wordcount totals. Uses CLI or Workbench, Mouse 
or keyboard. - $49.95 

Include $3.50 S&H MastercardNisa Accepted 
Calif. Residents Add 6'/2% Sales Tax 

3386 Floyd 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 (213) 851-4868 

Order phone 1 800 621-0849 Ext. 494 



Rattigan 
(continued from Page 5) 

dismissal. But by May 4th, as 
reports of Commodore's third 
quarter 1986 earnings appeared, 
"highly placed", Commodore 
spokesmen blamed the poor per
formance on Rattigan. During the 
quarter ending March 31, 1987, 
Commodore's total sales had 
dropped to $169.5 from $181 
million and profit was a very thin 
one million dollars. 

Although he was hired as a mar
keting expert, Rattigan had con
centrated on cost cutting to re
duce expenses and raise profits. 
Though he was CEO of Commo
dore International, Rattigan's re
sponsibilities were limited and 
concentrated in the US. Now, the 
recent decline in revenue was 
blamed on very poor US sales. 
Gould himself reported that over 
70% of revenue came from over
seas operations. 
Further efforts to discredit Ratti

gan have appeared in the Com
puter Press. The cost reduction 
program which led to Commo
dore's tum around has been cred
ited to the Dillon Reed investment 
bankers who were hired by Com
modore's banks! Rattigan and 
Sheppard have also been accused 
of killing the LosGatos Amiga 
team. This group which de
signed the custom chips and 
much of the operating system 
which makes the Amiga so 
unique, had been trimmed repeat
edly during 1986 and finally 
shut down March 31, 1987. 
(Amiga design and engineering is 
now done in West Chester). Rat
tigan has even been accused of 
"IBM-ness". Reportedly against 
Gould's wishes, Rattigan Im-
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ported the German built PC-10 
and PC-20 IBM compatible ma
chines into the US. These sys
tems sell well overseas where 
Commodore has an established 
dealer network. Gould suppos
edly believes that the unique 
graphics and power of the AMI
GA should be the foundation of 
US marketing efforts. 

Gould has fought hard for the 
Amiga, including law suits with 
Atari, and large stock exchanges 
with the original Amiga own
ers. He is supposed to be a 
backer of the Amiga 2000 and 
was reportedly involved in creat
ing the German version of the 
2000. Delays in completing the 
US version of the 2000 have also 
been cited as part of the decision 
to dismiss Rattigan. There is 
even speculation that Gould 
wanted keep the Los Gatos team 
together as welL 

The immediate future for Ami
ga is in the hands of a new team 
now. Mr. Gould has stated that 
he will continue as CEO for as 
long as he deems necessary and 
that increasing US distribution of 
the Amiga is a high priority. 

Gould has made at least two 
key high level appointments. Al
fred Duncan is the new General 
Manager of US operations. He 
is a former Commodore employ
ee who has worked with Com
modore's Canadian and Italian 
operations. Duncan left Commo
dore and was recently President 
of Victor Computers. 
Richard McIntyre is the newly 

appointed US Sales Manager. 
McIntyre will be in charge of 
bringing some life into the stalled 
marketing and sales activities. 
He is a long time Commodore 
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employee who was formerly was 
manager of the very successful 
Canadian operations. His chal
lenge will be even greater then 
Duncan's. A marketing program 
must be developed to overshad
ow the impression of a company 
in chaos. The Amiga 2000 must 
be positioned as a unique produc
tivity tool while the Amiga 500 
is positioned as the powerhouse 
for everyone. Many eyes will be 
watching as McIntyre tries to find 
dealers for the 2000 and mass 
outlets for the 500. 

Hardware and software devel
opers for the Amiga have been 
shaken by these developments. 
Some developers will miss Ratti
gan's accessibility and positive 
public profile. With their success 
tied to the success of Commo
dore, they can't be happy with 
the negative publicity surround
ing Rattigan's exit. However, 
most existing developers are con
tinuing their efforts and hope that 
better times are just ahead. Other 
companies who are deciding 
whether to produce for the AMI
GA market will probably adopt a 
"wait and see" attitude. 

The new team at Commodore 
deserves its chance. The Amiga 
1000 is still the most versatile 
and powerful microcomputer 
available in the US. We expect 
the Amiga 500 will soon broaden 
the base of ownership and en
courage a flood of new develop
ers. The Amiga 2000 should be 
the platform for a host of special
ized vertical applications which 
should lead to broader acceptance 
in the business community. 

We only wish that Gould and 
Rattigan had resolved their con
flicts in a less dramatic fashion. 



Acquisition 
(continued from page 22) 

found it. 
Nearly half the 300-plus pages 

of documentation are devoted to 
the ACOM programming facility. 
ACOM instructions may be at
tached to various elements of the 
database. Fields may have 
"streams" of instructions up to 
255 characters in length linked to 
them. That is enough to do 
many things with a field. 
"Macros" are longer programs 
which can be written in an on
screen requester. Entire 
"programs" may be written in 
ACOM but they will be limited 
by the lack of PROCedures, ar
rays and local variables. These 
programming features are to be 
offered as an add-on Module. 
This "module" sells for the 
equivalent of $80, but you can 
still do quite a bit with the the 
standard program. 

My use of Acquisition has dis
covered some problems with the 
documentation and operation of 
the software. When I first ex
plored the package, I found a 
README Icon. In this file there 
was some instructional informa
tion, an explanation of an undo
cumented program, mention of 
some additional features, etc. 
There was also information about 
purchase of extra dongles (about 
$50 U.S.) At the end, the 
README program instructs you 
to press "P" to print or "E" to 
end. I Pressed "P". And the in
structions printed out, and then 
they printed again, and again, 
and again, and again. 

Then I made my "Master Data 
Disk" . The "MAKE" process 
worked fine but failed at the end 

when copying a new startup
sequence into itself. Just another 
little mistake on someone's part. 
Next I began to put up a simple 
application. Since the manual 
uses "Book" and "Author" files, 
I thought it would be nice to try 
that. My first try at the Creating 
module worked well, until I tried 
to save my database definition. 
No go, and no help in the manu
al. Instead I had a requester on 
the screen that said "SET PATH 
BEFORE operation". That same 
day I got to try Acquisition sup
port. 
When I called, I was greeted 

pleasantly and informed that sup
port hours were from 11 to 3. 
Unfortunately, like many Amiga 
owners, my machine is in a dif
ferent place from my body dur
ing those hours. (Acquisition 
does not have an 800 number). 

I did get technical support, and 
was told that I was not entering 

the name of the index in a field 
marked INDEX at the top of the 
screen. If the error message had 
said "Fill in the INDEX field", 
the service call would have been 
avoided. 

I was also informed that Re
lease 1.3 of Acquisition is due in 
June. The representative warned 
that I might have difficulty with 
the documentation until then. He 
also mentioned a tutorial which is 
sent to everyone who mails their 
registration card. 

To call the five-page document 
I received a tutorial is stretching. 
This material does mention the 
first problem I encountered, and 
it does solve some of the more 
serious mysteries about the pack
age. But, I would have prefered 
some simple examples that made 
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use of some of the more common 
features of the package. Ah, the pit
falls of documenting a complex 
product. 

One serious omission I discovered, 
is the lack of a way to delete a data
base once it has been created. A 
serious bug which I found was the 
Icon That Ate My Program Disk. 
The is the MAKE Icon used to 
create a new data disk. I clicked 
and followed the disk swapping in
structions. The next thing I saw was 
a message that my system disk was 
being formatted. There should be 
protection against this sort of thing 
built into the system. 

So far I think Acquisition has 
great potential, and is visually excit
ing. However, the present docu
mentation is not up to the level of 
the software's capabilities. Free up
dates will not make up for the dash
ing of high hopes on rocky docu
mentation. 

I also think that a $300 product 
should have area code 800 help 
lines. I recommend that you invest 
your" Acquisition" money in stocks 
and bonds while waiting for the 
new, improved documenation. But 
in the meantime, get a demonstra
tion of this unique product, you'll 
be glad you did. 

ACQUISITON: 
Haitex Resources 
208 Carrolton Park 
Suite 1207 
Carrollton, Tx. 75006 
(214) 241-8030 

REQUIRES: 
Minimum of 512k 
2 Disk Drives 
1.2 KickStart 
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Dynamic CAD 2.3 
- A practical Sampler 

by Don Broussard 

Release 2.3 of Dynamic Cad 
became available in May, 1987. 
Some of the many improvements 
include: Better documentation, 
comprehensive online help, 
more plotter drivers, and an ex
panded symbol library . A menu 
on the right side of the display 
was added with release 2.1. This 
gives you a choice of using Dy
namic Cad as a mouse or key
board oriented system. 

Dynamic-Cad (DC) is one of 
the most powerful CAD systems 
availalble for any microcomput
er. Features like 8191 levels, 29 
line drawing commands, data
base support, symbol and part li
braries delight the specification 
shopper. The power of this pro
gram can be used productively 
by many Amiga owners. 

DC requires both keyboard and 
mouse in its advanced line draw
ing functions. First use the 
mouse to place the pointer where 
you want to start a line. Next 
type "EL" to start the line. You 
can type other letter commands 
to change the weight or line end
ing. Change to one four line 
weights by hitting the M, N, 0, 
or P key while you're in the 
middle of the main line com
mand. These can be useful for 
highlighting something in your 
drawing. Now Move the mouse 
to the ending point for your line 
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and press the left button. At first 
this may seem complex, but it 
soon becomes second nature. 

D sing this method, you can 
create dashed lines, dogleg lines, 
split lines, lines with a 45 degree 
arc at one end, lines with two 90 
degree arcs at each end, and free 
form lines. All these variations 
are selected by one or two let
ters. DC also has commands to 
draw arcs and circles. These 
work in the same manner as line 
drawing commands. Surprising
ly Dynamic-Cad does not have 
any box or rectangle commands. 
In order to draw a box you have 
to put lines together. Fortunate
ly, DC provides features such as 
grids and 'snap' to help with 
boxes and other objects you will 
build. If you create an object and 
need to use it again, DC will let 
you save it as a object known as 
a "Pseudo." 

All this probably adds to the 
impression that Computer Aided 
Design is something you see on 
TV with drawings of AirWolf or 
the newest car of the year or that 
the only people who can use 
CAD are scientists and engi
neers. Not true. Anyone who 
likes to draw pictures of houses, 
robots, boats, cars or anything 
else would enjoy drawing on a 
CAD system. With a CAD sys
tem, you can draw to the exact 
dimensions you want while all 
your lines will be perfectly 
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straight, and your angles sharp. 
D sing DC your lines can have a 
rated tolerance of .0001 inch
es. Lets assume you were 
going to design a new room for 
your house. Load up Dynamic
Cad, and using the Parameter 
menu, set the numeric display to 
inches. Now, you will be able to 
draw lines in scale. Set unit 
size to 10,000. Since DC units 
are 10,000 to the inch this gives 
you an invisible 1 inch ruler. 
Type 'M' to tum measure mode 
on. Then start your first line and 
you will see the X and Y coor
dinates of the cursor at the top of 
the screen. 

As you move the mouse to 
draw your line it moves 1 inch 
each step. This makes it easy to 
draw the exact length you need. 
Click on the LINE Icon at the 
top of the Mouse Menu, move 
your pointer to the drawing area, 
and click to begin your line. 
Hold down the left button and 
move the mouse while watching 
the coordinates at the top of the 
screen. When the number 6 ap
pears, press the left mouse but
ton again. You have just drawn a 
perfect scale 6 foot long line. 

Measure mode is just one of 
the commands that help you 
make a very accurate drawing. If 
you need help making your lines 
meet you could set grid and line 
snap on in the Parameters menu. 
Then when you point every line 



will snap to the grid. The grid label the length of a line with ar- tion and press the left mouse but-
can be set to snap to every unit or rows and numerals. To use line ton to place it. 
as fine as 128th of the unit size. dimensioning click on the EN - You may want to add small de-

One of the most powerful fea- TER Icon to enter the EDIT tails to your room plan. Dynam-
tures of DC is Grouping. You mode and click on the LINE Ic- ic-Cad's zoom feature is perfect 
first select an area of a drawing on. Move the mouse close to a for this. Select the ZOOM option 
and define it as a group. You can line and press the left mouse but- by clicking on the Magnifying 
save, rotate, or move it. As you ton. The line will be highlighted. Glass Icon. Click the left mouse 
work you may save parts of the One more click and move the button in the upper left of the area 
drawing and then bring them mouse to where you want the di- you want to enlarge, then click in 
back later in another the lower right of 
drawing. The only ----------------------- the area. DC will 
trick is that you must Dynamic-Cad (DC) is one o.f' the most rapidly redraw the 
have at least one sym- 'J contents of the area 
bol in the group. DC powerful CAD systems available for much enlarged. 
uses a symbol to serve any microcomputer. Use lines, arcs, 
as the center point of a _______________________ add text as needed 

group, even if the then return to the 
symbol is a space. It provides a mension line to appear. Type ei- original scale by clicking on the 
large library of symbols on disk. ther 'V' to display the dimension Magnifying Glass and type R. 
Every symbol can be called up vertically or 'H' to display it hor- Lines, dimensions, text, 
into your drawing by typing its izontally. Type 'C' to compute groups, and arcs are the building 
Identifier (A to I) and its letter. the proper dimension and like blocks for your drawings. After 
The DC manual includes a chart magic, neat lettering and arrows you become comfortable with 
of all symbols in the appendix. will clearly label the line. The these basics, you can open the 
You can type SA to produce a choice of vertical and horizontal manual and learn the benefits of 
blank symbol if needed. dimensioning is provided tomake layers, pseudos, etc. For now 

To initiate a group move, click your drawing easier to read. Line select save from the PROJECT 
on the GROUP Icon in the dimensioning is easy to use, but menu and get ready to print your 
Mouse Menu. Now move the is a very powerful feature. drawing. 
pointer to the upper left corner of Dynamic-Cad's alpha sizing Dynamic-Cad can print or plot 
the area you want to move and gives you a wide range of alpha- to a wide variety of output devic-
click the left button. Move to the betic sizes for use in each draw- es. If you have a dot-matrix 
bottom right corner of the area ing. Drawings look professional printer, select printer setup from 
and hit the left button again. You since the Leroy font used in pro- the plot menu. Select your printer 
have just defined a group. Posi- fessional drafting is standard. and then click on PRINT. You 
tion the pointer over the symbol You select the size of the font to will be asked to choose from 
that you want to use as the center be used from the parameters me- three options. 'Print AMIGA 
point and press the left button nu. Default size is 140 thou- Screen' uses the preferences 
again. Move the cursor to the sandths of an inch but letters can printer-device to produce a screen 
new position for the group and range from 80 to 200 thou- dump. 'Print Dynamic-Cad 
press the left button once more. sandths high. You can add labels Screen' uses DC's own printer 
The group will move to that area. at any location by clicking on the routines and produces much 

Line Dimensioning is another letter 'A' in the mouse menu. higher quality output. 'Print Dy-
feature you will want to use in Type the text you wish and end namic-Cad Total Drawing' prints 
your drawings. Dimensioning in with a return. The text will be- high quality sections that can lat-
a CAD program is the ability to come attached to the cursor. ter be assembled into the entire 
have the program automatically Move the text to the desired loca- drawing. 
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You can count on MicroIllu
sions continuing to improve Dy
namic Cad. My suggestions in
clude the ability to move an arc 
or circle once it is drawn. Next 
would be the additon of box 
drawing. It would also be 
handy if you could rotate a 
group without having to save it 
first as a Pseudo. Finally, it 
would speed up my work if you 
could use keyboard entry to di
rectly specify the length of a 
line. 

In some ways, using DC's 
mouse menu is similar to using 
Dpaint or Aegis Draw. Howev
er, dimensioning, scale drawing, 
professional lettering and special 
line endings are visible differ
ences between CAD and Paint 
programs. If your drawings tend 
to be more technical than artistic, 
start saving and put Dynamic
Cad in your disk box. 

Dynamic Cad: 
MicroIllusions 
17408 Chatsworth St. 
Granada Hills, Ca 91344 
(818) 360-3715 

Req uiremen ts: 
Minimum 512K Amiga 
2 Disk Drives 

LaserScript 
(continued from page 27) 

three pages scaled to produce a 
3D effect. Three new gadgets 
work to give flexibility with the 
multiple page effects. You can 
make the current page transpar
ent, place it behind or in front of 
other pages by clicking on a gad
get. 
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The other gadgets control 
which output page you are 
working with. You may return 
to a previous page or begin work 
on the NEXT page. Every action 
you select will be carried out 
very quickly. The authors have 
also included many " Are You 
Sure" requestors, whenever an 
action may delete work in 
progress. 

LaserScript even includes a 
program to produce new font 
sizes. This goodie will let you 
create a 48 point or 4 point font! 
To start MAKEFONT simply 
click on its ICON. Next, you 
must type the name of the font to 
be resized and a name for the re
sulting new font. Click on 
START, and you will see each 
letter and character as its pro
cessed. Exit the program, and 
you will have a new font size to 
use. 

MAKEFONT produces stan
dard AMIGA bit-mapped fonts 
by mathematicaly scaling the 
source font. The results may be 
jaggy or out of proportion. The 
Adobe fonts can also be resized, 
and when printed on a Post
Script printer they will be 
smooth and in proportion no 
matter how scaled they are. This 
is the major benefit of the Post
Script system. 

LaserScript worked flawlessly 
during my trials. Setup was 
simple; a standard serial cable 
and a flip of the switch on the 
LaserWriter. In fact my Univer
sity hosts were impressed with 
the speed of the LaserScript
AMIGA combination. Apple 
systems typically operate at less 
than the 9600 Baud which the 
Laser- Script disk comes preset 
to. The implementation of Post-
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Script included within Laser
Script was also judged very 
good. 

LaserScript comes close to ad
ding all of the missing Desktop 
Publishing features to the Arni
gao Advanced text manipUla
tions, such as smart hyphena
tion and individual line justifica
tion are sti111acking. It would 
speed things up if PageSetter 
was integrated with LaserScript, 
and the full page manipulations 
were "What You See Is What 
You Get" (WYSIWYG). Desk
top Publishing systems on other 
microcomputers also offer more 
formatting options, and use a 
scrolling screen and variable 
magnification for ease of use. 

These missing features are 
software limitations, and not in
herent in the Arniga. It is only a 
matter of time before the full po
tential of the Amiga is expolited 
for Desktop Publishing. 

And Gold Disk continues 
working on additional products 
for the Amiga. A disk of addi
tional Adobe fonts is due soon, 
as well as a module for the 
Hewlett-Packard laser printer. 
Based on my experience with 
LaserScript, I expect these 
products to continue to improve 
the state of Desktop Publishing 
on the Amiga. 

LaserScript: 
GOWDISK 
P.O. BOX 789 
Streetsville, Mississauga 
Ontario, Canada LSM2C2 

REQUIREMENT: 
512 K Amiga 
1 Disk Drive 
KickStart 1.2 
PostScript Laser Printer 



Choose your tablet. • 

The Easy/, by Anakin Research 

Easyl does it! -
(continued from page 18) 

purchase an Easyl to make sure 
there is no conflict. 
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All in all, we were very im
pressed with the abilities of the 
Easy!. It performed well 
whether positioned on the desk 
or lap-top, and worked flaw
lessly with the variety of mouse 
supported programs we tested 
it on. For the professional art-

Penmouse + 

(continued from page 19) 

to keep the PenMouse and mo
dem installed, and select one or 
the other as needed. The next 
item may seem petty, but the tab
let should have some means of 
fastening a sheet of paper to it. 
Masking tape does the job but 
shouldn't be needed on such a 
quality product. Finally, it 
would also be nice if Pen Craft 
could be turned off by some 
'HotKey' action. 

I was impressed with the pro
fessionalism of the Kurta organi
zation. I called Kurta in Phoenix 
Arizona with a problem and was 
quickly connected with a knowl
edgeable and helpful person. It 
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• 

Perunouse + by KURTA 

seems that the PenMouse tab
let must be grounded through 
the serial port connector. If 
your Amiga is plugged into a 
grounded outlet and your seri
al port is properly constructed, 
the PenMouse will perform 
well and consistently. My 
system was not grounded and 
this caused erratic results. I 
first used the PenMouse by 
holding it on my knees which 
provided the needed ground! 
Since the power outlet has 
been properly grounded, the 
tablet works well on any sur
face. I also experienced dou
ble screen pointers occasional
ly. The Kurta representative 
explained this one too. Since 
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Easyl does it! 
(continued from previous page) 

ist, or the serious doodler, the 
Easy I offers a means of con
veying your creations to the 
computer screen without having 
to chase a mouse. 

The Easyl: 
Anakin Research, Inc. 
100 Westmore Drive, 
Unit 11C 
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

M9V5C3 

1-(416)-744-4246 

Pen mouse + 
(continued from previous page) 

the Pen Craft software does not 
interfere with the normal Amiga 
mouse driver, contention can de
velop if the mouse speed selected 
with Preferences is set at its high
est setting. Some of my applica
tions did use this setting. Once 
Preferences was adjusted, Pen
Mouse and the Amiga mouse co
existed perfectly. The value of a 
service oriented firm was rein
forced by this conversation. 

I'd certainly recommend the 
PenMouse + to those Amiga us
ers who draw often and feel un
comfortable with the mouse. A 
mouse is a great pointing device 

but very awkward compared to a 
pencil. The PenMouse + gives 
you back the ease of use of your 
pencil at a reasonable cost. If 
your use of the Amiga could be 
enhanced by tracing then a 
graphic tablet such as PenMouse 
+ is a must. 

Kurta PenMouse +: 

Kurta Corporation 
4610 South 35th Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85050 
(602) 276-5533 

Which graphic tablet is for You? Both products work well with a wide varie
ty of software. Both are well made and free of serious bugs. However they 
differ in size, method of interface, softkeys, sampling rate .. 

341 

Drawing Area 
Interface 
Soft-Keys 
Registration Pegs 
Larger Pads 
Sampling Rate 
Resolution 
Price 

EASYL 
8 1/2 by 11 inches 
Expansion Port 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

250 Points/Sec 
1024 by 1024 

$499 

Pen Mouse + 
6 by 9 inches 
Serial Port 

No 
No 

Yes 
37.5 Points/Sec 
200 Points per In. 

$340 

The retail price favors the Penmouse by $140, however the larger size of Ea
syl may be well worth the difference. The feel of the tablet is extremely impor
tant and subjective. If at all possible, find a dealer or friend where you can 
test-drive before you buy. 
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Kermit 
(continued from page 15) 

Kermit is based on the concept 
that you have two KERMITS 
running at the same time. The 
LOCAL KERMIT is running on 
your AMIGA. The REMOTE 
KERMIT is running on your 
mainframe. You will have to en
ter commands at various times to 
each. You can tell them apart by 
the prompts they give you. The 
AMIGA KERMIT will prompt 
you with "C-KERMIT>". The 
mainframe KERMIT will prompt 
you with it's name. For example 
IBM CMS KERMIT will prompt 
with "CMS KERMIT>". 

If your computer supports ech
oing, (full duplex) check to see i.f 
the mainframe KERMIT turns It 
off during file transfer. If not, be 
sure to log on in half duplex 
mode. If you use echoing during 
file transfer, KERMIT will get 
confused. If. you are using an 
IBM mainframe you should set: 
parity to even, duplex to half, 
characters to seven data and one 
stop bits. These can be set up 
using Amiga PREFERENCES. 
Another method uses KERMIT 
commands like SET Duplex 
Half. You can place the KERMIT 
commands in a file called 
".KERMRC" on your disk. 

Start KERMIT by entering the 
command KERMIT from the 
CLI. Kermit will prompt you 
with "C-KERMIT>". Enter 
"CONNECT". You will now be 
using KERMIT as a terminal. 
Log on to your mainframe as you 
normally would and start the 
mainframe KERMIT. Usually all 
you have to do is type 
"KERMIT". 

To upload a file from the AMI-

GA, enter the command 
"RECEIVE" to the remote 
(mainframe) KERMIT. The re
mote KERMIT will ask you to 
escape to the local KERMIT, 
and send the files. Enter a CTRL 
\ and the letter C. The local KER
MIT will now take over control, 
and respond with "C
KERMIT>". Enter "SEND", and 
the name of the file you want to 
send. You can send more than 
one file at once by using wild
cards. Note that the wildcards are 
the UNIX wildcards, and are dif
ferent than the ones you are used 
to using with AMIGADOS. 
When you are done, enter 
"CONNECT". You will now be 
CONNECTed to the mainframe 
agam. 

To download a file from the 
AMIGA, enter the command 
"SEND" , and the name of the 
file you want to send to the re
mote (mainframe) KERMIT. 
You can send more than one file 
at once by using wildcards. Note 
that the wildcards are the wild
cards used by your mainframe 
operating system, and are proba
bly different than the ones you 
are using with AMIGADOS. The 
remote KERMIT will ask you to 
escape to the local KERMIT, 
and receive the files. Enter a 
CTRL \, and the letter C. The lo
cal KERMIT will now take over 
control and respond with "C
KERMIT>". Enter "RECEIVE". 
When you are done, enter 
"CONNECT". You will now be 
CONNECTed to the mainframe 
again. 

You can now send or receive 
more files if you wish. To exit 
the REMOTE KERMIT, type 
"QUIT". After you have quit 
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Kermit, logoff the mainframe. 
Enter a control \ and the letter C. 
The local KERMIT will now take 
over control and respond with 
"C-KERMIT>". Enter "QUIT" to 
return to AMIGADOS. You 
may notice that KERMIT is 
slower than XMODEM, or other 
MICROCOMPUTER file transfer 
protocols. This is due to restric
tions placed on data transmitted 
and received by a mainframe. 
Since the mainframe does not 
spend all of it's time waiting for 
your packet of information, and 
doesn't process it immediately, 
there can be delays within the 
program as well. 

However, in many cases, 
KERMIT is the only way to 
transfer files between your AMI
GA and a mainframe. If you have 
an older microcomputer (besides 
the AMIGA), you may find that 
KERMIT may also allow you to 
transfer the microcomputer data 
to the AMIGA. 

Notes: 
The original developers of 

KERMIT give YOU permission 
to USE and distribute KERMIT 
as long as: 1. You don't charge 
for KERMIT (A n@minal distri
bution fee is ok.) 2. You give 
credit where credit is due. To the 
original authors, etc. 3. You are 
requested to use KERMIT only 
for Peaceful and Humane pur
poses. 
If you have questions on where 

to get a mainframe KERMIT, 
you may contact the author 
through this magazine. Please 
limit your requests to IBM ver
sions if you expect more than 
"Here's a tape ... goodluck." 
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ONLINE! The Original 
Telecommunications Standard 

Online! - a legend in its own time. All of us know 
that. Now we present Online! 2.0 to you ... 

The Re-birtb of a standard 

Online! 2.0 is not a mere face Uft. We spent 
long Research and Development hours 
segregating YOUR letters and not only 
added valuable suggestions, but threw 

in a few trade secrets of our own. 

So, if things like 9600 Baud without delay, 
KERMIT protocol, auto-chop and clip 

board support appeal to you, feel free to call 
us, or your local dealer with more inquiries. 

If the above specifications don't do a thing for 
you, perhaps an Online! telephone book to 

make calling multiple bulletin boards easier, a 
Review Buffer to re-read text that scrolled too 

fast at a later time and 132 column support will! 

Now, take a second to think about 
who's masquerading, but only a second, 

and then concentrate on the REAL Online! 

Call us now, repeat the 
phrase "mE MASQUERADE 
IS OVER" and receive a FREE 
TSHmTwith your order 
<;)1' .upgrade. 

· «)FfERoool>wHiLEsUPPr.ltSi.ASn~ 

and Still Growing Strong! 



AMIGA T-SHIRTS 
AND SWEATSHIRTS! 

Quality 
white 
shirts 
silk screened 
with the 
Amiga logo in 
beautlful color 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X-Large 
Prices: T-shirts: $12.00 Sweatshirts: $18.50 
Also available: Amiga Stickers $1.50 
(Great for car pumper, window, notebook, etc. Black & White) 
All prices include shipping and handling. In CA, add 6% tax. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: ~ Complete Data Automation, Inc. 
53995 

T's Me, P.O. Box 11746, Santa Ana, CA 92711 P.O. BOX 1052 - YREKA, CA 96097 
Phone: (916)842-3431 

Plus 2 00 snipping & handlmg 
Cali! res add 6% sales tax 

2525 Shadow Lake. Santa Ana, CA 92701 Allow 3-6 
Dealer Inquiries Invited: Call (714) 639-6545 weeks for 
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. delivery. 

JKJIJLJL A M(Q)UJ§JE M{U2TJJ~lE WlA~[f{f 1I~ A ~JP IECC lIAlLlLYl 
J/)) IE ~ 1I CG N IE J/)) llJAlLlL WI [f{f 1I CC [j{f QQ 

CG(Q) T(Q) JJArrJL~ • Cleans the inside of your mouse! 
• Saves you time and money! 

LIBYANS IN SPACE! 
I · Can be used hundreds of times! 

• Needs no chemicals! 
A FAST PACED 1 OR 2 PLAYER GAME 

Attack the Enemy with your Ships and Planes ... 
. . . Use Lasers, Particle Beams or Missiles! 

T & L Gallery Vol. #1 OVER ~5) ~MAGES FOR USE W~l'H 
DELUXE PR~Nl'i 

RAT PAD! Give your Mouse room to roam with 
Rat Pad! 10" x 12" of rolling space. 

$(JJIUrt! Simple Utility that 
Reads Text files Aloud! 

MOUSE WASH - $ 7.95 • LIBY ANS IN SPACE - $ 29.95 
T&L GALLERY VOL#1 - $ 19.95 • RAT PAD - $ 11.95 

SAYIT - $ 14.95 • $ 2.00 SHIPPING OR $ 3.00 for C.O.D. 

T&L PRODUCTS (619) 729 4020 2645 Wilson St. -
Carlsbad, CA 92008 

TM of Electronic Arts 
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Escort 2 
(continued from page 8) 

slot has several features which 
encourage installation of a hard 
disk controller. A removable 
back panel provides access to the 

- " I E 

Escort 2 provides 2 megabytes of 
memory expansion plus one 100 pin 

Zorro compatible slot. 

chassis for connection of cables. 
Expansion Technologies is 

working on a hard-drive control
ler card which will be priced 
around $300. This same opening 
can be used to supply power to 
the bus return or to the expan
sion slot. 

The expansion slots are con
structed on a printed circuit 
board with an 86 pin pass
through of the Amiga bus. Slot 1 
must contain the Expansion 
Technology two-megabyte ram 
board. This board includes cir
cuitry to make slot two 100-pin 

Zorro compatible. Therefore, 
you can use the second slot for 
any Zorro compatible add-on 
board. 

Power for slot one is provided 
by the Amiga, and is fully buf
fered. In the default configura
tion, the Amiga also powers the 
second slot. A jumper between 
the two slots can be removed to 
activate the external power sup
ply jack. (When this jumper is 
removed, the second slot is no 
longer powered by the Amiga). 

The memory board uses 256K 

Escort 2 stands vertically alongside 
your Amiga. 
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ram chips, has no wait states, 
and will autoconfigure with 
Kickstart 1.2. You can purchase 
the board without memory in
stalled if you wish to populate it 
yourself. If you do install your 
own ram chips, you use DIP 
switches to configure as 512K, 
1 MB or2Mb. 
Expansion Technology also 

supplies the Survivor recovera
ble ram-disk software on its disk 
of memory utilities. Recoverable 
ram disks retain the data stored 
in them, even through a system 
reboot. This makes the Survivor 
software very useful when 
downloading to ram or develop
ing software. 

The Escort 2 memory expan
sion works well and is compe
tively priced. The quality of the 
boards and chassis is excellent. 
High quality means you can look 
forward to years of dependable 
service. 
We look forward to testing Es

cort 2 with a hard-drive control
ler and other Zorro boards. 

ESCORT 2 : 
Expansion Technologies 
46127 Landing Pkwy. 
Freemont, Ca. 94538 
(415) 656-2890 
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J~ INTERNAL MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

Plus 
TIME/CALENDAR 

Plug-In Upgrade 
from 

1.0 to 2.0 MB Total* 

-

Expand the right way . .. simple, internal 
plug-in mounting leaves your side expansion port 
free to add other peripherals. Also, the internal 
Time/Calendar does not use a joystick port. 

Memory Expansion Features: 
* Zero Wait-State 
* No Cuts or Soldering Required 
* Full Auto-Configuration 
* Lithium Battery Back-Up for Time/Calendar 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
DRAM Memory with Time/Calendar: 

#ST-05 0.5 MB $349.50 List 
#ST-10 1.0 MB $499.50 List 
#ST-15 1.5MB $599.50 List 

* Memory expansion from 1.0 to 2.0 MB includes 
AMIGA toDD 512K RAM. 

AMIGA is a trademark of Commodore·Amiga, Inc. 

Time/Calendar only: 
#ST-TC Time/Calendar including 

Battery Back-Up $59.50 List 

ASK ABOUT increased speed 
with the new 68010 Processor 

VISA and Mastercard Welcome 

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-433-7572 

Factory direct: 1-801-485-4233 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

SPIRIT 
TECHNOLOGY ~ 

220 West 2950 South· Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
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Fill out and mail this subscrip
tion form, and you will receive 
The Amiga Sentry in your home 
or office for just $24.00 a year. 
This is a 33% savings over the 
cover price. 

Please enter my subscription to The Amiga Sentry for just $24.00 (Canadian subscribers $30.00 
US Currency). Make Checks payable to "The Amiga Sentry", & send to: 

The Amiga Sentry 
706 Old Marple Road 
Springfield, Pa 19064 

NAl\1E: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY: 
Amiga b a tradtcmark of Commodortc-Amil\a. Inc. 
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'Compatibfewffh mostp rinters ,-F'U PSI D'E'! allows your prinTer to print Iny ' Ixt tnl or IFF griphic 'plctun 

extremlly wldl, all at onCI, on onl long continuous pagl. You can now make spreadsheet columns as 
wide as you want. create quality printouts for your college reports, office needs or home use without 

glue, tape or staples. FUPSIDE! aids in the width and length design of just about any printout, 
from most IFF graphic or text file programs. FUPSIDE!, requiring 512k is my to Ilarn and interfaces 

with Micro-Systems Software's other great Commodore Amiga programs such as Scribble!, 
Analyze! and Organize! FUPSIDE will also perform its print magic on just about any other word 

processor, spreadsheet, information manager or I FF graphic program. Ask for a dealer demonstra
tion of these fine products, or call Micro-Systems Softw.a . Inc for more 

-"" •• ~':.001"" Analyzel a pOWllrfulelectronlc spread
sheet, with extensive mathematical 
functions, a full featured macro lan
guage. graphs and sort. allows you 
to enter mathematical data, from 
your company's general ledger and 
bank reconciliations to your per
sonal budget and check registers. 
When using Analyze! with 
FLI PSI DE! you can print ex
tremely wide and impressive 
spreadsheets. 

~~/CRO-SYSTEMS SOFTWARE INC. 
._ 12798 West Forest Hill Blvd., West Palm Beach, FL 33414 

See your local dealer, or call 
Brown Wagh Publishing: 

1-800-451-0900 
A mig a is a trademark 01 Com modore Amiga . In c 
Analyzel and FLIP~DEI are trademarks of Mi crO·-SYSTe ms Software. In c In Florida: 305-790-0770 




